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WE MAKE THE ROAD BY WALKING:*
IMMIGRANT WORKERS, THE WORKPLACE PROJECT,
AND THE STRUGGLE FOR SOCIAL CHANGE
Jennifer Gordon**
Maria Luisa Paz, an undocumented' woman who worked in a factory
in her native Columbia, is employed by a commercial laundry, Sparrow
Linens, together with 300 other workers from El Salvador, the Dominican
Republic, and other Latin American countries. Their work consists of
disinfecting, washing, pressing, and folding mounds of hospital linens.
Paz's job is to fold the sheets that come off of the presses. Although these
damp sheets are scalding hot, she is rarely given anything to protect her
hands. After a recent OSHA inspection, the company handed out a few
pairs of thin, uninsulated gloves. In the room where she works, the tem-
perature hovers at 100 degrees.
After a few weeks at this station, Paz's gloves have holes burned in
every finger and her fingers are covered with large watery blisters. Her
shirt is splattered with blood from frequent heat-related nosebleeds, and
her arms and legs are flecked with white chemical stains from her days
in the washrooms. She is not alone in her injuries: in the past three
months at Sparrow Linens, a man lost half of a finger in a washer door;
another man was severely burned on the chest by chemical-filled water
that had boiled over; and a woman fainted on the job from the heat and
fumes.2
Efrain Sandoval, a farmer from Guatemala, is one of four dishwash-
ers at the Starburst Diner While he, the other dishwashers, the busboys,
and the three prep and salad cooks are all Latino men, the people who
fill the higher-paying jobs of head cook and waiter and waitress are all
white and U.S. citizens. The dishwashers' schedule is grueling: 11:00 a.m.
This phrase is taken from the title of a book by Paulo Freire and Myles Horton, We
Make the Road by Walking (1990), whose popular education theories are explained infra
note 85.
**Executive Director, the Workplace Project. B.A. in Latin American Studies, Har-
vard/Radcliffe College, 1987; J.D., Harvard Law School, 1992. I am deeply grateful to
Pam Galpern, Omar Henriquez, Laurie Hoefer, David Levin, Sarah Ludwig, Pat Paul,
Rhina Ramos, and Linda Steinman for their comments on this Article.
I In using the term "undocumented" instead of the pejorative term "illegal," I refer
to immigrants who are in the United States without permission to be here or who work
without governmental authorization.
2 "Maria Luisa Paz" is a pseudonym for a worker who came to the Workplace Project
for assistance. Although Paz's country of origin and her employer's name have been
changed, all of the facts relating to her story are true. The experiences of "Efrain
Sandoval" and "Raul Melendez" are composites, based on the stories of dozens of
restaurant and landscape workers who have come to the Workplace Project.
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to 12:30 a.m., seven days a week, with only a half-hour break-uncom-
pensated-in each thirteen-and-a-half-hour shift. For this 91-hour work-
week, they are paid $150 in cash and get no share of the tips, leaving
them with an hourly salary of $1.65. On top of this, the head cook is
endlessly abusive to the workers, shouting obscenities and threats when-
ever things heat up in the kitchen.
When Sandoval started working for Starburst four years ago, he was
undocumented. After applying for political asylum two years ago, he
received work authorization from the Immigration and Naturalization
Service. Upon receiving his authorization, he brought his social security
card and work permit to his boss and asked to be put on the books. His
boss refused, saying, "There's the door, if you don't like it. I know a lot
of people who would be interested in your job." Over the past two years,
Efrain has repeatedly asked to work under his valid social security num-
ber However, after watching his boss fire other laborers who are author-
ized to work and hire more undocumented workers, Efrain has little hope
that this is an option.
Raul Melendez, a university teacher in his native El Salvador, waits
for work on the street corner in Franklin Square, Long Island every
morning during the landscaping season, which runs from March through
late November. In mid-summer he arrives by 6:00 a.m. and joins sixty to
seventy other Latino men sitting and standing along the curb. Some of
them will find jobs that last the whole season; many more return each day
in the hope of finding that day's work. On this day, when the first truck
pulls up, "Nick's Lawn and Garden" painted on its side, it is swarmed
by twenty workers who stand in the middle of the busy street, jostling to
convince the driver that they should be among the two or three picked for
the job. Over the ensuing tumult, the wage negotiation can be heard: the
driver starts at $50 for a day's work but quickly goes down to $45 and
then $40 when he realizes the demand. Even at the lowered rate, compe-
tition is fierce.
By 8:00 a.m., a third of the men have gotten work. The rest will wait
until 11:00 or later, but few trucks pass by in the heat of day. Melendez-
lucky this time-was hired for a few days of work trimming trees and
cutting lawns in Great Neck, a wealthy town. His employer, TrimGreen
Contractors, never asks whether he is authorized to work. The job with
TrimGreen stretches to a week, and then two. Melendez begins to relax
into the pace of the work, waiting for his first paycheck and hoping that
the job will take him through the summer
On the Friday of his second week, he is cleaning the grass out of the
blades of a jammed mower Suddenly free of the clog, the blades begin to
spin, badly cutting his hand and severing his middle finger above the
knuckle. His employer drives him to the hospital and leaves him at the
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door, promising to return once he parks the truck. He never does. Melen-
dez-still not paid for any of his work, and badly in need of workers'
compensation for his injury-does not know the name of the man who
employed him, the license plate number of his truck, or the company's
address. TrimGreen is not listed in the phone book and has not registered
with the Chamber of Commerce.
In the current hostile political climate, with immigrants as the chosen
scapegoats for our country's economic and social woes, 3 public opposition
to the exploitation of immigrants in the workplace is minimal. As the
executive director of the Workplace Project (the Project),4 an independent
workers center in a Latino community on Long Island, New York, I work
with people like Maria Luisa Paz, Efrain Sandoval, and Raul Melendez.
Together, we are developing an organization of workers to challenge the
dynamic of workplace exploitation faced by too many Latino immigrants.5
This Article addresses the problems faced by immigrant workers on
Long Island. Part I briefly examines the transition on Long Island from
an economy based on manufacturing to one based on services, as well as
the growth of the underground economy. Part II addresses the failure of
government agencies, legal services centers, and unions to confront the
problems faced by immigrant workers in this period of economic transi-
tion. Part III presents the Workplace Project model as an alternative to
those institutions. Part IV offers a critique of the Project, focusing on the
3 All over the country today, immigrants are under siege. On the federal level,
proposals to declare English the official and only language of the United States (Language
of Government Act, S. 356, 104th Cong., 1st Sess. (1995)) and to make legal immigrants
ineligible for public benefits, such as prenatal care, school lunches, and other social
welfare programs (Personal Responsibility Act, H.R. 4, 104th Cong., 1st Sess. (1995)) are
taken more seriously than ever before. On the state level, California passed Proposition
187 in November 1994. If permitted by the courts to take effect, Proposition 187 will ban
undocumented children from public schools and prohibit undocumented immigrants from
receiving state-funded social services. As of March 1995, New York, Virgina, Florida,
Arizona, and Missouri have similar proposals pending in their state legislatures. Currently,
undocumented immigrants cannot receive any federal benefits; state rules vary about which
services they can receive.
Long Island is not immune to this trend. In 1994, Suffolk County passed a law entitled
"America First" which attempted to eliminate non-citizens from all public benefits
programs. Although the State Department of Social Services rejected the measure, the
Workplace Project anticipates that it will be reintroduced in a slightly different form during
1995. Villages and towns on Long Island also have waged their own anti-immigrant
campaigns. See, e.g., Diana Jean Schemo, In Recession, Illegal Aliens Find a Cold
Reception on L. L, N.Y. TIMEs, Feb. 14, 1992, at B1; Letta Tayler, Melting Pot Rage: On
Long Island, Simmering Anger over Undocumented Hispanics, NEWSDAY, Sept. 17, 1993,
at 5. 4 See infra part III (describing the Project).
5 This Article will focus on the working conditions faced by Latino immigrants onLong Island. However, abuses similar to the ones detailed here are rampant among
low-income working-class people of all races and ethnic backgrounds.
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conflict between providing individual legal representation and organizing
a community of workers. Finally, Part V articulates a practice-based the-
ory of social change which may provide workers with methods to trans-
form their own lives.
I. Context: The Transformation of a Sub/Exurban Economy and the
Growth of the Underground Economy
Given its reputation as a white, homogeneous bedroom community
for commuters to New York City, many people are surprised that Long
Island is home to a center for immigrant workers. In fact, many parts of
Long Island are racially and socioeconomically diverse. Long Island is
host to a suburban-and, in places, exurban or "satellite"6-economy that
invites the participation of immigrant workers even as it exploits them.
In the popular imagination, especially that of the urban New Yorker,
Long Island is a cultural wasteland of neat suburban lawns and tract
housing, each holding a white family whose breadwinner 'commutes to
Manhattan. The reality is quite different. Increasingly, many of Long
Island's over 250 "hamlets" and "villages" are home to large communities
of people of color, including Latinos, African Americans, and Asian Ameri-
cans, many of whom also work on Long Island.
According to the U.S. Census, Long Island's white population de-
clined by four percent between 1980 and 1990. 7 In contrast, the number
of Latino residents grew by 78.8% in Nassau County and 49.7% in
Suffolk County, making Long Island home to more than 165,000 Latino
residents, 6.3% of its total population.8 Community agencies estimate the
total number of Latino immigrants living on the Island to be much higher,
at approximately 250,000. These community agencies contend that cen-
6 Long Island is part of a national trend toward an economy based in exurban settings.
See Judy S. Davis & Arthur C. Nelson, The New 'Burbs: the Exurbs and their Implications
for Planning Policy, 60 J. Am. PLAN. ASS'N 45 (1994); see also Sarah J. Mahler, First
Stop: Suburbia, in REPORT ON THE AMERICAS: COMING NORTH-LATINO AND CARIBBEAN
IMMIGRATION, 20, 20-22 (July 1992) (discussing how the deindustrialization of the inner
cities partly benefited the suburbs where many companies relocated). On Long Island, the
explosive growth of the defense industry, spearheaded by such companies as Grumman,
Lockheed, Harris, and Unisys, created well-paid opportunities for the children of earlier
immigrants. In turn, these large corporations spawned scores of peripheral subcontracting
firms which supplied parts and services to the giants. These secondary firms, with salaries
hovering close to the minimum wage, attracted large numbers of new immigrants,
particularly during the huge defense-spending years of the Reagan administrations. Indeed,
during the late 1980s, the labor supply on Long Island became so short that gypsy vans
began transporting workers, many of them Haitians, from New York City to the Island.
7 See John T. McQuiston, A Flat Economy Is Forecast for the Island's Near Future,
N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 19, 1993, § 1, at 60 (also noting that Long Island's African American
population rose by 19% and the Asian American population rose by 250% between 1980
and 1990).
8 See Tayler, supra note 3.
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sus-takers undercount Latinos as a result of language barriers and the
undocumented immigrants' fear of having contact with the government. 9
Many Latino immigrants on Long Island are from Central America,
particularly El Salvador. The numbers of Salvadorans swelled in the
1980s, as they were pushed to the United States by violent civil wars and
pulled by the promise of service and manufacturing jobs. Relative to New
York City, Long Island is safe and less expensive, making it an attractive
option for these new immigrants.10 Long Island has become a center for
Central Americans in the New York metropolitan area, and is home to
more of them than New York City or any other nearby urban area. 1
During the same period that Long Island's population became mul-
ticultural, it shifted rapidly from an economy with a strong manufacturing
sector-based primarily on employment by major defense contractors
such as the Grumman Corporation-to one based mostly on services. 12
Due largely to the recession and cutbacks in military spending, Long
Island lost more than 50,000 manufacturing jobs between 1985 and 1992.13
When Long Island began to emerge from the recession, gains in the
9 See Beth Whitehouse, The New Long Islanders, NEWSDAY, July 12, 1994, at A7
(estimating the number of Latinos to b'e 250,000); see also Lenny Savino, English Classes
Help Immigrants Settle In, N.Y. TIlEs, Nov. 7, 1993, § 13LI, at 14 (mentioning that a
public official estimates that the actual number of Hispanics living in Nassau County is
65% greater than the 77,386 figure noted in census data); Tayler, supra note 3, at 5
(reporting that Hispanic immigrant groups estimated that the 1990 census would under-
count people of Hispanic origin by close to 30%).
10See Murray Polner, Immigrants Grab Toehold of American Dream, N.Y. Timms, Nov.
15, 1992, § 13LI, at 1 (explaining that many immigrants say that they came to Long Island
"because a family member or friend has passed the word that there is far less violence
... and that jobs, as poorly paid domestic, factory and restaurant workers and gardeners,
are readily available."); see also Mahler, supra note 6, at 21 (describing additional
job-creation factors on Long Island: "The escalation of real estate values during the 1980s
increased seniors' wealth while driving their children away. As a result, fewer children
could or would provide services to their aging parents, so immigrants found work as
homecare workers, companions, cleaners and groundskeepers. Second, as groups which
controlled certain sectors of local economies aged and retired, new niches opened for
immigrants. For example, the Long Island landscaping industry, dominated by two waves
of Italian immigrants for most of this century, struggled to find enough workers in the late
1980s and resorted to hiring thousands of undocumented Salvadorans.").
" See Letta Tayler, Love & Money, NEWSDAY, Feb. 7, 1994, at 40 (estimating that 4%
to 12.5% of the U.S.-based Salvadoran population lives on Long Island); Jonathan
Rabinowitz, Visit by Nobel Laureate Stirs Central Americans, N.Y. Tmsas, May 8, 1994,
§ 1, at 34; Doreen Carvajal, Making Ends Meet in a Nether World, N.Y. TimES, Dec. 13,
1994, at B1, B6.
12See H.J. Cummins, LI Jobs Forecast: Slow Growth Planners: Most New Posts to be
in Services, NEWSDAY, June 18, 1993, at 4; James MacCrate, Nassau and Suffolk County
Outlook for Years Ahead, REAL EST. WaY., July 20, 1994, at S2; McQuiston, supra note
7; Judy Temes, Next Generation Long Island's Technology Firms Build on Defense Work
Brainpower, CRAIN'S N.Y. Bus., June 27, 1994, at 21; Ronald Weinger, The Route to LI
Poverty, NEWSDAY, Oct. 23, 1994, at 44.
l3 ABLI Economist: 'Hang on til June', REAL EST. WKLY., Feb. 10, 1993, at 6B. Long
Island lost more than 40,000 defense industry-related jobs between 1985 and 1994, making
reductions in defense spending during this period the primary catalyst for the shift from
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service industry led the economic recovery, adding more than 10,000 jobs
in 1993 alone.! 4 The many Long Island residents who work in New York
City create a demand for low-cost workers who can take care of suburban
lawns, homes, and children.
In our experience, the vast majority of Latino immigrants on Long
Island work in five trades:15 landscape and small construction contracting;
restaurant work; domestic service; building cleaning and maintenance
work; and light manufacturing. 16 As with much work done by immigrants
around the country, these jobs belong, in varying degrees, to the under-
ground economy.17 They are "underground" in the sense that they often
take place outside the realm of the law. Employers are rarely registered
with the appropriate authorities; many of them neither comply with labor
laws nor pay taxes to the government; and often, they fail to participate
a manufacturing-based economy to one based on service. James Bernstein, The LI Brain
Drain; Study: Little Aid to Laid-Off Defense Workers, NEWSDAY, Dec. 21, 1994, at A7.
14 See Jeanne Dugan Cooper, End of Slump; LI Jobs Are Sign of Recovery, Economists
Say, NEWSDAY, Feb. 19, 1994, at 3. Service industries now account for approximately
three-fourths of Long Island's 1.1 million workers, and the shift continues. In 1993, when
Long Island gained 10,300 service jobs, it simultaneously lost 4800 manufacturing jobs.
'5 The lives of immigrant workers do not lend themselves to easy documentation.
Undocumented immigrants and other newcomers are notoriously under-represented in the
Census count and in other survey attempts. See supra note 9 and accompanying text. In
addition, statistical information about the industries that employ immigrants has not, to
my knowledge, been collected or analyzed with the level of specificity needed to discuss,
for example, the five industries that employ most Latino immigrants on Long Island. I
have based my analysis on the Workplace Project's experience with over 750 immigrant
workers, combined with census and other available data.
16Landscape and small construction contracting include mowing lawns, trimming
trees, mixing cement, paving driveways, and building pools. Restaurant workers include
busboys, prep cooks, and dishwashers. Those who work in domestic service include live-in
and daytime housecleaners and in-home childcare workers.
17Sociologist Saskia Sassen has focused much of her work on the underground
economy in New York. See, e.g., Saskia Sassen, The Informal Economy: Between New
Developments and Old Regulations, 103 YALE L.J. 2289 (1994); Saskia Sassen, The
hIfonnal Economy, in DUAL CITY: RESTRUCTURING NEW YORK 79 (John Hull Mollenkopf
& Manuel Castells eds., 1991); Saskia Sassen & Robert Smith, PoST-INDUSTRIAL EMPLOY-
MENT AND THIRD VORLD IMMIGRATION: CASUALIZATION AND THE NEW MEXICAN MIGRA-
TION IN NEW YORK (Columbia University, Institute of Latin American and Iberian Studies,
Papers on Latin America No. 26, 1991); Saskia Sassen-Koob, Growth and Informalization
at the Core: A Preliminary Report on New York City, in THE CAPITALIST CITY: GLOBAL
RESTRUCTURING AND COMMUNITY POLITICS 138 (Michael P. Smith & Joe R. Feagan eds.,
1987). For a discussion of the work of Sassen and other sociologists on the underground
economy, with specific reference to the Latino community on Long Island, see Sarah
Mahler, American Dreaming: Immigrant Life on the Margins 7-19 (forthcoming 1995)
(manuscript on file with author). In 1994, the Yale Law Journal sponsored a symposium
on the informal economy. See, e.g., Lora Jo Foo, The Vulnerable and Exploitable Immigrant
Workforce and the Need for Strengthening Worker Protective Legislation, 103 YALE L.J.
2179 (1994); Christian Zlolniski, The Informal Economy in an Advanced Industrialized
Society: Mexican Immigrant Labor in Silicon Valley, 103 YALE L.J. 2305 (1994); see also
Carvajal, supra note 11, at 81 (describing Long Island's underground economy with
specific reference to Salvadorans); Deborah Sontag, Emigris in New York: Work Off the
Books, N.Y. TIMES, June 13, 1993, at Al.
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in mandatory insurance programs such as workers' compensation or dis-
ability benefits. 18
Undocumented workers are the employees of choice in this sector
and abuses run high. 19 Few workers are unionized, and those that are
frequently complain that their unions do nothing for them.20 Non-union-
ized workers have neither job security21 nor health benefits; their wages-
when they are paid-are extremely low and their hours are long and
irregular. Health and safety laws are violated with impunity, leading to
high rates of injury and occupational disease.
Undocumented workers are further disadvantaged when they have
only recently arrived in the United States, have rural backgrounds, and/or
are illiterate.22 These factors, in combination with their fear of deportation
and the terrifying repression that many immigrant workers have witnessed
in their home countries, 23 make it even harder for them to demand that
they be treated with respect. As a result, the vast majority of jobs for
immigrants in the underground economy are dead ends,24 rather than
stepping stones to the American Dream.25
18"Membership" in the informal sector is not an all-or-nothing proposition. Many
employers comply with some laws but not all, or have some but not all workers on the
books. Likewise, the unstable nature of the underground economy means that immigrant
workers often move in and out of different sectors, spending time working two or three
jobs-one or more of which may be in the above-ground economy-followed by periods
of under- and unemployment.
19Documented immigrants also participate in the underground economy, but at a
price-they must agree before they are hired to work off the books, or, ironically, to use
a false name and a fake work permit. See MAHLER, supra note 17.20See infra part II.C.
21 Generally, an employer can fire an at-will employee "for good reason, bad reason
or for a reason morally wrong, without incurring any liability." Payne v. Western & Atl.
R.R., 81 Tenn. 507, 519-20 (1884), rev'd on other grounds, 179 S.W. 134 (Tenn. 1915).
New York is one of few states that adheres to strict at-will doctrine. Thus, a nonunionized
worker, who has had perfect attendance for 17 years, can be fired for requesting a sick
day due to a 104* fever. An employer may also fire an employee (including a U.S. citizen
or a legal permanent resident) who works off the books, simply because she asks to be
put on the books. No broad common law cause of action for wrongful discharge exists in
New York. Weider v. Skala, 609 N.E.2d 105 (N.Y. 1992) (defining a narrow public policy
exception to the strict rule of at-will employment).22See MAHLER, supra note 17, at 23-26.
23 Many immigrant workers on Long Island are from Central America. See supra note
11. 24 See Foo, supra note 17, at 2209 ("There is no trade-off in job training, experience,
improvement of English skills, or the possibility of future advancement, that might justify
low wages or deplorable working conditions. Rather, sweatshops represent a life-long
dehumanizing exploitation of people of color in the United States for the profit of
brand-name manufacturers, restaurateurs, high-technology companies, and the meat and
agricultural industries.").
25 But see Sontag, supra note 17, at 42 (quoting Mitchell Moss, Director of the Urban
Research Center at New York University: "Is the underground economy good? I think it's
essential. It provides entry-level work through natural networks, families and countrymen,
and teaches people to be entrepreneurial and capitalist on a small scale. Once they become
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The globalization of the economy in the second half of this century
has spurred growth of the underground economy. Strong international
competition has caused economic restructuring on a national level, includ-
ing a massive decline in large-scale manufacturing. The global economy
is accompanied by "whipsawing"--when employers reduce wages by play-
ing workers in a geographic area off workers in another area who are
willing to work for less-and a rise in smaller enterprises and services,
many functioning through extensive subcontracting. The economic factors
underlying the growth of the underground economy are reinforced by lax
government enforcement of already weak labor laws, 26 the passage of laws
such as the employer sanctions provisions of the Immigration Reform and
Control Act (IRCA) of 1986, which encourage a two-tier labor system of
"legal" and "illegal" workers, 27 the availability of a cheap and often
desperate labor pool, and the legitimization of anti-immigrant and racist
sentiment in the current political climate. Taken together, these elements
provide fertile soil for a mainstay of the underground economy: the small,
a little larger, they inevitably start participating in the mainstream economy. So where's
the harm?").26See infra part II.A.
27Employer sanctions, codified in 8 U.S.C. § 1324a (1988), technically are directed
at employers who hire undocumented workers. All employers must ask their employees to
fill out an 1-9 form, on which the employee lists the documents necessary to prove identity
and authorization to work. Employers who violate these regulations are subject to civil
fines that range from $100 to $1000 per individual for a paperwork violation, id.
§ 1324a(e)(5), to $250 to $10,000 per undocumented employee, depending upon the
number of repeat offenses. Id. § 1324a(e)(4). A "pattern or practice" of violations can
result in criminal penalties as well. Id. § 1324a(f).
The real burden of employer sanctions, however, is not borne by employers. In
practice, employer sanctions empower employers to terrorize their workers. Frequently,
employers in the underground economy ignore sanctions or accept false documents when
they hire their workers. Later, when immigrants attempt to organize or otherwise defend
their rights, employers suddenly "realize" that they must comply with employer sanctions,
and fire anyone who cannot provide valid documents to fill out an 1-9 form. If the
immigrants press matters any further, employers often threaten to turn them in to the
Immigration and Naturalization Service. Thus, these sanctions have enabled employers to
maintain an intimidated workforce and cheap labor pool whose members never complain
to the authorities about mistreatment.
Employer sanctions also have resulted in significant discrimination against legal
permanent residents, other legal immigrants, and United States citizens who look or sound
foreign. See U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, IMMIGRATION REFORM: EMPLOYER
SANCTIONS AND THE QUESTION OF DISCRIMINATION, GAO/GGD-90-62 (1990) (finding
that "an estimated 891,000 employers (19%) of the 4.6 million in the population reported
beginning discriminatory practices because of the [employer sanctions] law" and conclud-
ing that employer sanctions have caused a "serious pattern of discrimination"). Other state
and local studies, both governmental and privately funded, have come to the same
conclusion. Carlos Holguin & Peter A. Schey, Employer Sanctions: The Volstead Act
Revisited: A Call to Repeal Immigrant Employment Penalties (Center for Human Rights
and Constitutional Law, Los Angeles, Cal.) (1989) (listing studies of discrimination due
to employer sanctions law).
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low-overhead shop or business that makes its profits on the backs of
low-paid immigrant workers.
I
II. Inadequate Institutional Responses to Exploitation in the
Underground Economy: Government, Legal Services, Unions
A. Government Agencies
1 Overview'
Prior to the passage of IRCA in 1986, immigrants, even those who
were undocumented, and U.S. citizens enjoyed the same basic legal pro-
tection under labor laws.28 It is now unclear whether courts will continue
to interpret those laws to protect undocumented immigrants.29 However,
undocumented workers are still protected by the Fair Labor Standards Act,
which includes minimum wage and overtime laws, 30 and they have the
28See, e.g., Sure-Tan Inc. v. NLRB, 467 U.S. 883 (1984) (undocumented workers who
are not to be deported are entitled to full rights under National Labor Relations Act). But
see Zapata v. Levine, 375 N.Y.S.2d 424 (3d Dep't 1975) (holding that undocumented
immigrants may not collect unemployment insurance benefits; they are unable to meet the
"available for employment" requirement because they do not have valid working papers).29See Del Rey Tortilleria, Inc. v. NLRB, 976 F2d 1115 (7th Cir. 1992) (holding that
undocumented workers terminated prior to passage of IRCA are not entitled to back pay
under NLRA); EEOC v. Hacienda Hotel, 881 F.2d 1504, 1517 n.11 (7th Cir. 1992) ("[IUt
may well be that [IRCA] changes the mix of policy considerations underlying the case
law which supports our conclusion that undocumented employees may recover back pay
in a Title VII action.").
A growing number of legal scholars are addressing the uncertainty created by the
passage of IRCA. See, e.g., Robin Alexander, The Right of Undocumented Workers to
Reinstatement and Back Pay in Light of Sure-Tan, Felbro, and the Immigration Reform
and Control Act of 1986, 16 N.Y.U. REv. L. & Soc. CHANGE 125 (1987-1988); Linda S.
Bosniak, Exclusion and Membership: The Dual Identity of the Undocumented Worker
Under United States Law, 1988 Wis. L. REv. 955; Michelle McAloon, Working But Not
"Available to Work": Reconciling the Rights of Undocumented Laborers with the Immi-
gration Reform and Control Act of 1986, 15 CHIc.-LATi o L. REv. 92 (1994); Maria L.
Ontiveros, To Help Those Most in Need: Undocumented Workers' Rights and Remedies
Under Title VII, 20 N.Y.U. REv. L. & Soc. CHANGE 607 (1993-1994); Myrna Mylius
Shuster, Undocumented Does Not Equal Unprotected: The Status of Undocumented Aliens
Under the NLRA Since the Passage of IRCA, 39 CASE . RES. L. REv. 609, 612 n.17
(1989); John F. Barmon, Comment, The Seventh Circuit Explains Why There is No Harm
in Exploiting Undocumented Workers, 24 U. MIAmi INTER-Am. L. REv. 567 (1993);
Richard E. Blum, Note, Labor Standards Enforcement and the Results of Labor Migration:
Protecting Undocumented Workers After Sure-Tan, the IRCA, and Patel, 63 N.Y.U. L. Rv.
1342 (1988); Daniel Fjelstad, Comment, The National Labor Relations Act and Undocu-
mented Workers: Local 512 v. NLRB After the Immigration Reform and Control Act of
1986, 62 WASH. L. REv. 595 (1987); Catherine L. Merino, Note, Compromising Immigra-
tion Reform: The Creation of a Vulnerable Subclass, 98 YALE L.J. 409 (1988).30 See Patel v. Quality Inn South, 846 F.2d 700 (1lth Cir. 1988), cert. denied 489 U.S.
1011 (1989) (undocumented worker may bring action for unpaid wages and liquidated
damages under FLSA); In re Reyes, 814 F.2d 168 (5th Cir. 1987), cert. denied 47 U.S.
1235 (1988) (immigration status completely irrelevant to determination of FLSA claim).
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right to organize and unionize under the National Labor Relations Act. 31
Undocumented workers can also bring employment discrimination suits
if they are mistreated at work on the basis of gender, race, age, national
origin, or other status categories in Title VII. 32 Finally, undocumented
immigrants have the right to collect workers' compensation if they are
injured on the job.33
Legislators and judges support these protections for undocumented
workers partly because they believe that U.S. citizens would be seriously
disadvantaged without them.34 A set of labor laws that did not cover
undocumented workers would create a two-tiered system of "protected"
and "unprotected" workers. The benefits of hiring undocumented workers
not covered by overtime and minimum wage laws would far outweigh the
cost, even if employer sanctions were enforced vigorously. Government
agencies would have no right to inspect workplaces, and unions would
have no right to organize workers. Under such circumstances, the under-
ground economy would thrive.
Unfortunately, these protections have done little to weaken the exist-
ing underground economy. Federal, state, and local governments have no
31 See NLRB v. Ashkenazy Property Management Co., 817 F.2d 74 (9th Cir. 1987),
cert, denied, 501 U.S. 1217 (1991) (following Felbro, undocumented workers not found
deportable by the INS are entitled to backpay when their rights under NLRA are violated);
Local 512 Warehouse and Office Worker's Union v. NLRB (Felbro) 795 F.2d 705 (9th Cir.
1986). But see Del Rey Tortilleria, Inc., supra at note 29.32See Hacienda Hotel, supra at note 29 (following Felbro, supra at note 31); Rios v.
Enterprise Association Steamfitters Local 638, 860 F.2d 1168 (2d Cir. 1988); EEOC v.
Tortilleria (La Mejor) 758 F. Supp. 585 (E.D. Cal. 1991).33See Rivera v. United Masonry, Inc., 948 F.2d 774 (D.C. Cir. 1991); In Re Aguiar,
742 P.2d 709 (Or. 1987). In New York, workers' compensation is available to "all workers,"
including those who are undocumented. Interview with John J. Fanning, director of
Workers' Compensation Outreach Services for the State of New York (Feb. 5, 1993 and
Mar, 7, 1995).34 IRCA's legislative history states:
It is not the intention of the Committee that the employer sanctions provisions
of the bill be used to undermine or diminish in any way labor protections in
existing law, or to limit the powers of federal or state labor relations boards, labor
standards agencies, or labor arbitrators to remedy unfair practices committed
against undocumented employees for exercising their rights .... As the Supreme
Court observed in Sure-Tan, Inc. v. NRLB, 467 U.S. 833 (1984), application of
the NLRA "helps to assure that the wages and employment conditions of lawful
residents are not adversely affected by the competition of illegal alien employees
who are not subject to standard terms of employment" 467 U.S. at 893.H.R. Rep.
No. 682(I), 99th Cong., 2d Sess. 58 (1986).
For further development of this argument, see Maria Blanco & Pauline Kim, How
Employer Sanctions Undermine the Enforcement of Federal Labor Laws, 19 IMMIGR.
NEWSL. 3, 4 (1991); Blum, supra note 29, passim; Peter Margulies, Stranger and Afraid:
Undocumented Workers and Federal Employment Law, 38 DEPAUL L. REv. 553, 582-83
(1989); Note, Conflict or Double Deterrence? FLSA Protection of Illegal Aliens and the
Immigration Reform and Control Act, 72 MINN. L. REv. 900, 921-23 (1988).
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coherent strategy for enforcing the rights of workers who participate in
the underground economy, 35 and they lack the political will to create one.
Government agencies responsible for enforcing protective labor laws are
sorely underfunded and may become even poorer in the years to come.36
Moreover, following recent regulatory changes and legal decisions, their
enforcement power has plummeted. 37
Finally, several laws passed in the last decade, including employer
sanctions on a national level and Proposition 187 in California, 38 actively
promote the creation of an immigrant workforce whose fear of losing its
jobs and being deported are easily exploitable. 39 This is no accident. Many
in big business view the existence of a cheap, exploitable labor force as
an economic necessity.40 Undoubtedly, this sector would oppose a crack-
down on labor violations against immigrant workers.
In reviewing the Project's experience with local offices of govern-
ment agencies, it is important to note the point just made: national and
state governments have failed to enforce labor laws protecting immigrant
workers. This overall failure should not be attributed to office-specific
factors, such as slow processing or the attitudes of particular investigators,
35See, e.g., Sontag, supra note 17, at 42 ("[C]ritics of the underground economy say
that... [the] illegal market for... low-cost labor.., is created by working parents who
unintentionally devalue the job of child care. If the salary and conditions were better,
Americans would gladly work in their homes, they say.").36For example, during the Carter administration, the federal Department of Labor had
1600 wage and hour inspectors. The Reagan administration cut this to 700 nationwide.
Foo, supra note 17, at 2204. There are currently only 804 inspectors around the country.
Alan Finder, Despite Tough Laws, Sweatshops Flourish, N.Y. Tws, Feb. 6, 1995, at Al.37 See infra part II.A.2.b.38Employer sanctions promote the creation of a secondary labor force by dividing
workers into "documented" and "undocumented" tiers. Because it is illegal to hire
undocumented workers, an employer can manipulate their status in order to create an
intimidated and compliant workforce. An employer of undocumented workers can ignore
their status until they assert their legal rights, at which time he can conveniently "discover"
that they are undocumented and fire them. See supra note 27. Laws like Proposition 187,
supra note 3, also contribute to the creation of a frightened secondary labor force.
Scapegoated as the cause of America's economic problems, and excluded from public
benefits, schooling, and health care, immigrants are treated as pariahs in the United States.
For this reason, and because of their fear of deportation, immigrants are terrified to request
the government for help with employment problems and thus rarely complain about
exploitation at work.39 See supra note 3.40For example, the Wall Street Journal has a long-standing policy in favor of open
borders. The Simpson Curtain, WALL ST. J., Feb. 1, 1990, at A8 ("Our view is, borders
should be open.").
Some conservative think tanks, such as Jack Kemp and William Bennett's Empower
America, have also come to endorse a pro-immigrant view, with the basic tenet "immi-
grants yes, welfare no:' Similarly, the libertarian Cato Institute lists the economic
advantages of immigrants to the United States, including the immigrants' hard working
nature, the high likelihood that they will start new businesses, and the fact that they tend
to come to the United States in their "prime working years:' THE CATO HANDBOOK FOR
CONGRESS 146-47 (Howard H. Crane et al. eds., Cato Institute 1995).
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and excused by other factors, such as underfunding or employee burnout.
These are merely symptoms of a larger problem.
With this overall framework in mind, the remainder of this section
reviews some of the problems that the Workplace Project has had with
local offices of government agencies.
2. Problems with Local Offices of Government Agencies
a. Slow Processing
Slow processing is a critical problem. For example, the New York
State Division of Human Rights, the state agency charged with enforcing
anti-discrimination laws, takes up to five years to investigate and decide
discrimination cases.41 The U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commis-
sion ("EEOC") is more efficient, but it routinely sends New York cases
back to the State Division of Human Rights under a work-sharing agreement
between the two agencies.4 2 The State Department of Labor's office in
Long Island is equally slow. The Department recently reported that a wage
claim filed with them will not be investigated for eighteen months. 43
Such sluggish processing destroys any real possibility of enforce-
ment. By the time the agency investigates the claim, the employer who is
responsible for the violation may be out of business; evidence may have
been lost; and memories may have faded.
b. Agencies Have Limited Enforcement Powers
Regulations and laws-some recent, some long-standing-have drasti-
cally reduced agencies' enforcement power. The restrictions imposed on
the Occupational Safety and Health Administration ("OSHA") illustrate this
point.
Paz asks Sparrow Laundry and the union to address her health and
safety concerns. Her requests meet a stone walL When she complains to
the laundry owner and requests a transfer, the owner responds: "We
41 This has been the experience of the Workplace Project and the New York office of
Nine to Five. Nine to Five is a national organization that combats problems primarily
affecting working women. Interview with Sharon Hoahing, executive director of Nine to
Five, in New York, N.Y. (Mar. 12, 1995).42Work Sharing Agreement between EEOC & Div. Hum. Rts. (Sept. 1993) (on file
with author).
43 Letter from New York State Department of Labor, to Workplace Project client (May
25, 1994) (on file with author) ("[Y]our claim is awaiting assignment to an investigator
since your employer has contested our collection letter. Due to the high volume of claims
received, our current backlog for such assignment is approximately 18 months from the
date a claim is filed.").
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didn't do anything wrong. Those health problems are your fault. OSHA
inspected us and we hardly had to pay any fines." Suddenly, she is asked
to produce work authorization, and is fired when she cannot. When Paz
contacts OSHA about filing a discrimination complaint based on a health
and safety matter,44 the OSHA investigator strongly discourages her from
going ahead, "because we can't do much for an illegal like you."
In contrast to other agencies, OSHA on Long Island has made a
positive effort to reach out to immigrant workers through the Workplace
Project. The organization has invited me to speak to its inspectors, and it
frequently sends a Latina health inspector to our office to talk to workers
in Spanish about health and safety.
However, despite its good will, OSHA's enforcement powers are
limited. On Long Island, OSHA has one inspector for every 4572 private
sector workplaces. 45 Moreover, fines are minimal and can often be "abated"
if the condition is fixed before a certain date.46 Thus, employers have no
incentive to maintain health and safety standards in the absence of an
OSHA order to do so. Paying OSHA fines and penalties is often cheaper
for an employer than complying with the law.
The office of the U.S. Department of Labor ("DOL") suffers from
similar problems. While somewhat swifter in its processing than the State
Department of Labor, the U.S. Department of Labor is hampered by
regulations 47 that make it an impractical partner in the effort to combat
abusive working conditions for immigrant labor. Reports to DOL about
non-payment of wages could trigger a raid in addition to a wage inspec-
tion at a particular workplace, resulting in the deportation of the workers
who stood up for their rights. Because of the risks that attend involving
44The Occupational Safety and Health Act's section 11(c) protects workers from
retaliation when they exercise their health and safety rights. 29 U.S.C. § 660(c) (1988).
Unfortunately, in practice 11(c) is rarely useful. The process of bringing an 11(c) claim
is lengthy, the burden of proof on the worker is high, and claims are rarely decided for
the worker. Less than 20% of the 11(c) cases filed have been resolved or prosecuted. NEw
YORK COMMITTEE FOR OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH, Tip of the Iceberg: Top
OSHA Violators New York City, Long Island and Lower New York State, SPECIAL REPORT
14 (1993) [hereinafter NYCOSH Report]. Of 51 11(c) cases filed with the New York City
office in 1991, not one was resolved in favor of the worker. Id. at 9.4 5 NYCOSH Report, id. at 3 (describing OSHA staffing as of 1993).4 6 See MICHAEL YATES, POWER ON THE JOB: THE LEGAL RIGHTS OF WORKING PEOPLE
248-49 (1994) (explaining that employers have 15 days to appeal the citations, and that
OSHA often meets with employers before hearing an appeal to try to reach a compromise:
"OSHA fines have been pitifully small, and throughout the past decade, OSHA has favored
a policy of 'forced consultation,' in which it has put its main focus upon discussions of
health and safety violations with employers but limited fines.").47 Federal regulations require employers to inspect "1-9" forms in order to verify each
employee's right to work and to report to the Immigration and Naturalization Service
("INS") any irregularities with the forms or any suspicions they have about the presence
of undocumented immigrants in the workplace. 8 CFR 274a.2(b)(ii) (1994).
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DOL inspectors, the Workplace Project usually do not work with the U.S.
DOL.48
c. Bureaucratic Meddling
Finally, bureaucratic meddling poses a severe problem for immigrant
workers, often making their contact with courts or government agencies
a fruitless and frustrating experience. Agency workers often systematically
block claims made by immigrants, effectively preventing these claims
from being addressed by the proper authorities. While the attitudes of
these individual workers do not necessarily reflect those of the agency as
a whole, their front line jobs allow them to act as keepers of the gates,
turning personal animosity against immigrants into policy. The following
true stories illustrate this problem.
Efrain Sandoval goes from the Starburst Diner to the New York State
Department of Labor to report his sub-minimum wages. There, he meets
an investigator who speaks no Spanish and who tells him to come back
"every other Friday" to find a translator When Sandoval returns, he is
told that he does not have adequate "proof" of his problem because he
worked off the books; that he should have paid taxes and will be penalized
for not having paid them ("think about it-maybe what you'll owe the
IRS is more than you'll get from us"); and that the Department of Labor's
backlog for investigating cases such as his is eighteen months long.
Discouraged, he leaves without filing.
This intake procedure at the Hempstead office of the New York State
Department of Labor seems designed to discourage immigrants from filing
claims for nonpayment of wages.49 A Spanish-speaking interviewer is only
48The EEOC is also hampered by a series of legal cases requiring an increasingly
burdensome standard of proof for plaintiffs who wish to prevail in discrimination cases.
See Texas Department of Community Affairs v. Burdine, 450 U.S. 248 (1981) (holding
that defendant bears only the burden of explaining clearly the nondiscriminatory reasons
for its actions if the plaintiff in a Title VII case has proved a prima facie case of
employment discrimination); McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S. 792 (1973)
(holding that complainant charging racial discrimination in a Title VII employment claim
has the burden of proving by the preponderance of the evidence a prima facie case); see
also Washington v. Davis, 426 U.S. 229 (1976) (finding that facially neutral laws are not
unconstitutional solely because they have a racially disproportionate impact. "[L]aw[s]
claimed to be racially discriminatory must ultimately be traced to a racially discriminatory
purpose."); cf. Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins, 490 U.S. 228 (1989) ("[W]hen a plaintiff in
a Title VII case proves that her gender played a part in an employment decision, the
defendant may avoid a finding of liability by proving by a preponderance of the evidence
that it would have made the same decision even if it had not taken the plaintiff's gender
into account.").49 %We have no evidence to show that this attitude is particular to immigrants. It is
possible that, because of the way that performance reviews are done-for example, by
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available for three hours once every two weeks. Moreover, because no
one who answers the phone-if it is answered at all-speaks Spanish, it
is impossible for Spanish-speaking workers to learn the hours of the
Spanish-speaking interviewer. The principal interviewer always asks a
worker who comes in to file a complaint if she has paid her taxes. If the
answer is no, he tells the worker that it is not worthwhile to pursue her
claim because she will owe as much in taxes as she will receive in back
wages. He also strongly discourages workers who have worked off the
books, including all domestic workers and most landscapers, from filing
claims. He requires letters from witnesses who worked alongside the
claimant in all cases, making it impossible for almost any domestic worker
in a private home to file. Finally, he often requests proof of authorization
to work, even though the Department of Labor's official policy is to
accept cases from undocumented workers. Through such "enforcement"
procedures, the state Department of Labor effectively turns a blind eye to
the entire underground economy, the arena of the greatest labor abuses.
Immmnigrants have experienced similar problems with the Nassau
County Commission on Human Rights, the local agency that accepts
discrimination claims.
After learning that a case filed with the EEOC or the New York State
Human Rights Commission would take three to five years to be heard,
Diomedes Sanchez"0 brought his case of race and age discrimination to
the Nassau County Human Rights Commission in August, 1994. When he
arrived, no one was available to help him file his complaint in English.
The friend who accompanied him and helped to file the complaint failed
to document the extent of the abuse and discrimination Diomedes suffered,
noting only that Diomedes had been denied vacations because he was
Mexican. In addition to suffering discrimination while he was working,
Diomedes had been fired from his job, treatment which he attributed to
his age and his nationality. Six months later, he was called to the Human
Rights Commission for an "investigative conference." He was told that
the Commission would not provide him with an interpreter and that he
had to bring his own. When he did, the interpreter was forbidden from
providing simultaneous interpretation of the proceedings. Instead, she was
permitted to summarize briefly at the end of the employer's testimony, and
was directed not to translate the investigator's questions to the employer
or certain things that the employer had said.
taking into account numbers of cases successfully closed-or for some other reason, the
inspectors are reluctant to take a case from any claimant, immigrant or U.S.-born, that
they do not see as easy to win. On the other hand, racism and anti-immigrant sentiment
may play a significant part in inspectors' snap decisions about how to treat individual
claimants.50 "Diomedes Sanchez" is a pseudonym for a real worker.
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We later learned that the Commission has interpreters, but that this par-
ticular investigator had arbitrarily denied Sanchez access to one.51
B. Legal Services
When government agencies fail to fulfill their obligations, legal serv-
ices centers are often the first, and sometimes the only, organizations to
challenge them. However, this is rarely the case in the area of immigrant
workers' rights. The law prohibits the Legal Services Corporation from
assisting immigrants who are not in the country legally,5 2 and yet not
surprisingly, undocumented workers face the most frequent and the most
serious problems. Moreover, legal services offices, most funded by the
federal government, have not made employment law a primary area offocus.5 3 While some legal services offices in New York City offer assis-
tance in one or two employment areas, few, if any, have units devoted to
enforcement of workplace rights.54 Nassau and Suffolk Legal Services, the
only Legal Services Corporation office on Long Island, does not offer
assistance with labor or employment problems.55 Finally, immigrants who
labor in suburban and exurban settings often fall between the cracks of
51 We have experienced frequent "bureaucratic disentitlement:' Gary L. Blasi, What's
a Theory For?: Notes on Reconstructing Poverty Law Scholarship, U. MIAMI L. REv.
(forthcoming 1995) (manuscript at 9-10), in Small Claims Court in Hempstead as well.
We are in constant conflict with the head window clerk, who has told us that he sees it
as his mission to "keep people like you from manipulating the system" Judges, too, have
taken it upon themselves to tell an undocumented worker represented by our office that
she has no right to bring a claim, or that they will report her to the Immigration and
Naturalization Service if she does not settle. (Confidential client records on file with
author.)5245 CFR §§ 1626.3-.4 (1994). Legal services organizations that receive funds from
the Legal Services Corporation are prohibited from organizing; consequently, these organi-
zations are unable to make a real impact in labor situations. 45 CFR § 1610.1(g) (1995).53 See Robert L. Bach, Building Community Among Diversity: Legal Services for
Impoverished Inmigrants, 27 U. MICH. J.L. REF. 639, 657 (1994) (describing need for
employment-related legal services based on the results of immigrant legal needs survey
administered by the author); see also Robert W. Gordon, The Independence of Lawyers,
68 B.U,L. REV. 1, 67-68 (1988) ("Legal services organizations ... inevitably operate on
sharply limited budgets that disable them from all but a few carefully chosen engage-
ments."). Even organizations such as California and Texas Rural Legal Assistance, which
address labor issues relating to immigrant farmworkers, do not satisfy the need for
immigrant labor law advocacy. See Jeanne M. Glader, Note, A Harvest of Shame: The
hnposition of Independent Contractor Status on Migrant Farmworkers and Its Ramifica-
tions for Migrant Children, 42 HASTINGS L.J. 1455, 1458 (1991).54 Only one legal services office in New York City, in Queens, consistently represents
plaintiffs in hearings for unemployment benefits and workers' compensation. Telephone
Interview with Jackson Chin, legal director, Center for Immigrant Rights, N.Y. (Apr. 25,
1995).55Telephone Interview with Tom Maligno, executive director, Nassau and Suffolk Law
Services on Long Island, N.Y. (Mar. 7, 1995).
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the legal services system. The federal government is reducing its budget
for legal services and state and private funds are limited.5 6 As a conse-
quence, legal services offices in suburban and new exurban areas either
do not exist or lack adequate staff.57
C. Unions
After his failed visit to the Department of Labor, Sandoval and a few
of his co-workers at the Starburst Diner decide to do something else about
their abuse. Although they are afraid of being fired, they approach afriend
who is part of a union at his job and make a contact with the union
representative. That union is not interested in representing them, nor are
either of the other two unions they subsequently contact. According to the
union's calculations, the "shop" is too small, the workers' mixed immi-
gration status too risky, the front- and back-of-the-shop jobs too divided
by race and class to make an organizing drive worthwhile.
Unions and immigrant workers have a long and combative history.
Although the U.S. labor movement was in many ways built by immi-
grants,5 8 it has often been anti-immigrant in its stated policy.59 In looking
56See, e.g., Elsa Brenner, Legal Services Agency is Hampered by State Budget Cuts,
N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 19, 1993, at 14; Legal Friction A Myopic Stance in Harrisburg Hampers
Aid for the Poor, PITTSBURGH POST-GAZETTE, July 2, 1994, at B2; Elaine Song, Further
Budget Cuts Force Legal Services to Slash Hours, CONN. L. TRiB., Oct. 17, 1994, at 15.57 See, e.g., Wayne Moore, Improving the Delivery of Legal Services for the Elderly:
A Comprehensive Approach, 41 EMORY L.J. 805, 852 (1992) (reporting that due to funding
cuts, legal services are consolidating rather than expanding their offices); Ronald H.
Silverman, Conceiving a Lawyer's Legal Duty to the Poor, 19 HOFSTRA L. REv. 885, 938
(1991); see also Committee to Improve the Availability of Legal Services, Final Report
to the Chief Judge of the State of New York, 19 HOFSTPA L. REV. 755, 780 (1990)
(explaining that the concentration of voluntary legal services in New York City does not
meet needs in suburban and rural areas).
58See, e.g., JAMES D. COCKCROFT, OUTLAWS IN THE PROMISED LAND: MEXICAN
IMMIGRANT WORKERS AND AMERICA'S FUTURE 177 (1986) (arguing that European and
Mexican immigrant workers composed 'the backbone of the radical movements that
produced many of America's first major labor unions in textiles, clothing, steel and other
industries); Thomas Gobel, Becoming American: Ethnic Workers and the Rise of the CIO,
in UNIONS AND IMMIGRANTS: ORGANIZATION AND STRUGGLE 173, 198 (George Pozzetta
ed., 1991). For descriptions of immigrant involvement in the founding of the U.S. labor
movement, see AMERICAN LABOR AND IMMIGRATION HISTORY, 1877-1920s (Dirk Hoerder
ed., 1983); COCKCROFT, supra; Gobel, supra; GWENDOLYN MINK, OLD LABOR AND NEW
IMMIGRANTS IN AMERICAN POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT: UNION, PARTY AND STATE 1875-
1920 (1986); "STRUGGLE A HARD BATTLE": ESSAYS ON WORKING-CLASS IMMIGRANTS
(Dirk Hoerder ed., 1986).59In the late 19th century, the leadership of the craft unions waged a series of
notorious anti-immigrant campaigns. Beginning in 1870, and continuing through the early
1900s, they called repeatedly for a ban on Chinese immigration, supporting the Chinese
Exclusion Acts and using Chinese workers as scapegoats in their publicity and organizing.
For detailed histories of unions' anti-Chinese stance, see PETER KWONG, CHINATOWN,
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at the reasons why unions have largely failed to adapt to changes in the
economy, however, it would be a mistake to focus only on their relations
with immigrants.
Analysts, scholars and labor activists concur that unionism in the
United States has declined drastically since its peak in the middle of this
century.60 They propose many different explanations for this national down-
slide, including the decline of manufacturing and the rise of the service
sector as the country's principal employer, the internationalization of the
economy, and the weakening of the legal right to unionize.61 In the case
of immigrant workers, these factors are exacerbated by language and
Naw YORK: LABOR & POLITICS, 1930-1950 (1979); MINK, supra note 58, at 71-112. In
1887, the American Federation of Labor (AFL) leadership actively supported the Lodge
Bill, which called for a literacy test to be applied to all immigrants in order to screen out"undesirable" Southern and Eastern Europeans. See Gobel, supra note 58.
In recent years, the AFL-CIO leadership has supported sanctions against employers
who hire undocumented immigrants. See, e.g., Thomas R. Donahue, U.S. Workers Should
Have First Claim on American Jobs, 19 INTERFACE 6 (1990).
Widely credited with increasing discrimination against immigrants nationwide, em-
ployer sanctions ironically (and predictably) made union organizing a much more difficult
task. Before employer sanctions, an employer had no legal reason to inquire into her
employees' immigration status. Firings of undocumented workers who tried to organize,
or who demanded minimum wage, were treated as the discriminatory and illegal acts that
they were. Since sanctions were passed, unscrupulous employers have felt free to ignore
the law as long as doing so served their purposes. See supra note 27.60Figures kept by the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, show
that only 15.8% of workers in the United States were union members as of 1993, as
compared to a high of 35.5% of workers unionized in 1945. DIVISION OF DEVELOPMENTS
IN LABOR-MANAGEMENT STATISTICS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, UNION MEMBERSHIP
DATA FROM THE NATIONAL DIRECTORY SERIES tbls. A, C (1994).
Unionization rates in the New York City metropolitan area are much higher than the
national average, but much of this is due to the large number of unionized public
employees. Statistics for the New York Metropolitan CMSA (including Long Island,
northern New Jersey, and southwestern Connecticut) show an overall unionization rate of
26,8% in 1993-with 17.4% of the private sector employees belonging to unions-as
compared with 70.2% of public sector employees. BARRY HIRSCH & DAVID MACPHERSON,
UNION MEMBERSHIP AND EARNINGS DATA BOOK 1993: COMPILATIONS FROM THE CUR-
RENT POPULATION SURVEY tbls. 9A, 9B (Bureau of National Affairs ed., 1994).61 Because the National Labor Relations Board, the body in charge of overseeing union
elections, works very slowly, employers can use the appeals process as an endless delaying
tactic, buying time in which to identify and to fire union supporters and to intimidate
workers who are on the fence. This subterfuge is possible because sanctions for firing
union supporters are so weak. It is cheaper for a company to fire union supporters and to
be found guilty of unfair labor practices than it is to recognize the union. At most, an
employer who is found guilty has to reinstate the pro-union worker and pay back wages.
However, because the NLRB process is so lengthy, it is likely that the unionizationcampaign will long be over by the time the worker is back on the job. PAUL WEILER,
GOVERNING THE WORKPLACE: EMPLOYEE REPRESENTATION IN THE EYES OF THE LAW
(1993); see also CHARLES B. CRAVER, THE POST-INDUSTRIAL AMERICAN LABOR MOVE-
MENT: CAN UNIONS SURVIVE? (1993); THOMAS GEOGHEGAN, WHICH SIDE ARE You ON?:
TRYING To BE FOR LABOR WHEN IT'S FLAT ON ITS BACK (1991); Michael H. LeRoy, The
Post-Industrial American Labor Movement: Can Unions Survive? The Rejuvenation of the
American Labor Movement, 62 GEo. WASH. L. REv. 486 (1994) (reviewing CRAVER,
supra).
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cultural barriers that most unions have been slow to bridge, widespread
subcontracting 62 in jobs held by immigrants, the undocumented status of
many immigrant workers, and the exclusion of jobs held largely by im-
migrants (such as domestic and farm work) from NLRA coverage.63
In addition to the factors listed above, the rise of "business unionism"
also explains in part why unions have declined in the United States. In
An Injury to All: The Decline of American Unionism, Kim Moody argues
that business unionism is largely to blame for the labor movement's
current woes.64 Unions were at their peak after World War 1I, having built
a strong base through concentrated organizing efforts in the 1930s and
1940s. The social contract between unions and employers, which tied
wage increases to profit gains, worked well during this period. Through
the 1960s, the United States was the dominant world economic power and
profits, as well as wages, rose regularly.
Lulled by the sense of security induced by this successful compact,
and strongly influenced by the red-baiting McCarthyism of the period,
unions gradually gave up their broader social vision and emphasis on
Professor Katherine Stone focuses on how the NLRB and federal courts have
reinterpreted the NLRA so as to dismantle its collective group empowering features.
Katherine Stone, The Legacy of Industrial Pluralism: The Tensions Between Individual
Employment Rights and the New Deal Collective Bargaining System, 59 U. CHI. L. REV.
575, 585 (1992).62 For example, in the garment industry, large and well-known companies such as
Esprit, Jessica McClintock, the Gap, and Levi Strauss regularly farm out cutting and
sewing jobs to sweatshops. Often, there are two or three links in this chain, with
subcontractors themselves subcontracting to even smaller and more fly-by-night opera-
tions. The workers at the bottom of this chain are paid subminimum wages for long hours
of work, if they are paid at all. Although the large manufacturers directly profit from the
low wages that these workers earn, they have no legal liability. The extensive use of
subcontracting makes identifying and organizing against the "real employer" very difficult.
For descriptions of these practices, see Foo, supra note 17, at 2179, 2185-88; Laurie
Udesky, Sweatshops Behind the Labels, NATION, May 16, 1994, at 665. For a description
of a campaign against Jessica McClintock by Asian American women not paid for work
that they performed for one of the company's subcontractors, see Gary Delgado, How the
Empress Gets New Clothes: Asian Immigrant Women Advocates vs. Jessica McClintock,
Inc. (1994) (paper, on file with author).
In the janitorial business, such arrangements are also common. Since the early 1980s,
companies and governments have contracted out their cleaning contracts and hired the
lowest bidder, rather than hiring an in-house cleaning staff; in-house staff would be
considered employees of the company and, thus, eligible fop the benefits that attend jobs
at a large business such as Apple Computers, Inc. or in a government office. The resulting
low-wage, low-skill work often is done by immigrants and African Americans. For a
description of this industry in California's Silicon Valley, see Zlolniski, supra note 17, at
2311-22.
The Service Employees' International Union (SEIU) Justice for Janitors Campaign,
uses aggressive organizing techniques, media campaigns, and community support in its
efforts to organize such workers. See infra note 67.
63 29 U.S.C. § 152(3) (1994).
64 KIM MOODY, AN INJURY TO ALL: THE DECLINE OF AMERICAN UNIONISM, passim
(1988).
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organizing, and focused instead on consolidating their economic gains. 65
This shift in focus was accompanied by increasing bureaucratization of
the union structure, with members relying on paid business agents to
defend them, rather than on mobilizing themselves as rank and file work-
ers. Employers responded to the rise of global competition in the late
1960s by breaking the compact and going on the offensive against work-
ers. The bureaucratized unions were not prepared to organize a response
and their subsequent decline was rapid.66
Unions today act as brokers of labor and sell workers at the best
price. Several unions have successfully used creative organizing tech-
niques in campaigns targeted at the industries in which immigrants work,67
but these techniques are used with the specific goal of winning a better
contract. Unlike their predecessors in the early 1900s, unions no longer
envision the creation of a broad working-class movement to achieve social
justice. Instead, many unions concentrate on collaborating with manage-
ment, in weak efforts to stem their declining leverage. 6
As the most recent wave of workers in need of an active labor
movement, immigrants are badly hurt by the business unionism approach
to labor organizing. One union's indifference to the needs of its members
is evident in a closer look at Maria Luisa Paz's situation.
6SSee, e.g., SIDNEY LENS, THE CRISIS OF AMERICAN LABOR 211-12 (1959) quoted in
MOODY, supra note 64, at 60. Lens states that
[t]he transformation of "social unionism" has been subtle but extensive. In bothits moral overtones and its intrinsic philosophy it has tended to blend with thevery forces of Big Business which it fights so steadily on the narrow economic
front. Instead of remaining a maverick force within the social stream, as it has
grown older, it has become "responsible" sluggish toward new ideas, legalistic
rather than militant, more conformist rather than anti-conformist.
Id. 66See MOODY, supra note 64, at 17-146; Steve Downs, Why the Jobs Moved but the
Unions Didn't: Capital's Restructuring and Labor's Crisis, SOLIDARITY, Jan. 1994, at 9.
67For example, the Service Employees' International Union's Justice for Janitors
Campaign has bypassed NLRB election procedures, winning recognition and contractsfrom employers through a multi-city campaign which included alliances with community
groups and creative organizing techniques. Other immigrant workers have organized theirown unions, without the assistance of a large international union. The largely undocu-
mented immigrant drywallers in California staged a startlingly successful strike againstthe powerful California home construction industry without the backing of a major union,
although other unions sent assistance once the strike began. Jos6 De Paz, Organizing
Ourselves: Drywallers' strike holds lessons for the future of labor organizing, 20 LAB.RnS. REV. 25 (1993).68The "Team Concept" and "Total Quality Management" are two names for such
programs. For an extensive critique of such labor/management efforts and their negative
effect on working conditions, see Labor Notes (a monthly magazine published in Detroit),
and their series of publications analyzing such efforts and explaining how to fight them,including Working Smart: A Union Guide to Participation Programs and Reengineering,
and MIKE PARKER & JANE SLAUGHTER, CHOOSING SIDES: UNIONS AND THE TEAM
CONCEPT (1988).
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Sparrow Laundry is unionized, but Paz's union representatives and
shop stewards do not speak Spanish. The workers talk about the union
being "vendida," or paid off by the employer, and a look at the contract
supports their claim. Starting wage is $4.35 an hour, ten cents more than
the legal minimum. Raises are between twenty and thirty-five cents per
year and have been waived by the employer and the union in past years.
Contract protection of the workers' health and safety is limited to a
sentence which recites that workers are entitled to, conditions that comply
with the Occupational Safety and Health Act. When Paz brings the prob-
lems she is facing to the union's attention, they blame her for being
careless, and defend Sparrow's owners as being "in compliance with
health and safety laws." After she is fired, they refuse to pursue her
grievance.
On Long Island, unions with thousands of Latino members frequently
write their contracts only in English, and do not employ field personnel
or organizers who speak Spanish. Union efforts to communicate with their
immigrant members are often so limited that workers do not know which
union they belong to or the name of their representative. Many cannot
recall being told that they have a contract or how to enforce their rights
if they are violated.69 Under these circumstances, it is nearly impossible
for a worker who does not speak English to file a grievance with her
union.
In the worst-case scenario, unions and employers work together to
exclude immigrants entirely. For example, in 1993, undocumented Gua-
temalan workers from a candy factory on Long Island came to tell us that
their employer required them to change names every six months or be
fired. This rule arose from the union contract, which gave new workers
the right to join the union after six months. The union looked the other
way.
The rise of the underground economy and business unionism, coupled
with a lack of government will to create or enforce protective labor laws,
contributes to the exploitation of immigrant workers. Independent workers
centers, developing around the country, are building a response to the
attack on the multicultural working class, caught in a violent transforma-
tion of the economy with little institutional protection or organizational
base. The following section describes the experiences of the Workplace
Project, one such workers center.
69 Cases on file with the Workplace Project.
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III. The Workplace Project Model
A. Description
I began building the Workplace Project in 199270 as an organization
through which Latino immigrant workers on Long Island could address
the myriad problems that they face at their jobs and in their communi-
ties.71 The Project, also known as "Centro de Derechos Laborales," is now
one of a small but growing number of workers centers around the country.
Workers centers are community-based membership organizations that
organize workers to fight widespread labor exploitation. Workers centers
701 founded the Workplace Project with a grant from the Echoing Green Foundation.
Since 1991, Echoing Green has given out two-year seed grants of $25,000 per year to law
school graduates and others who want to start their own organizations or projects within
existing organizations. These grants, as well as those given by Skadden, Arps, Slate,
Meagher & Flom since 1989 and the National Association for Public Interest Law since
1993, have made creative lawyering for social change a viable possibility for many law
school graduates.
From the mid-1980s through 1992, I worked with Central American and otherimmigrants in Massachusetts, Florida, and Texas. From 1985 to 1989, I worked at a
nonprofit organization called Centro Presente in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Initially, my
work focused on individual asylum cases. However, this approach soon frustrated me
because it prevented us from confronting the multiple problems faced by Central American
immigrants. In 1987, I began working with the same group as a legal advocate and
organizer, addressing the aftereffects of the employer sanctions provisions of the Immi-
gration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (IRCA). Through my work, I visited over 100
factories in an attempt to prevent employers from undertaking layoffs and to talk to their
workers on the shop floor about their rights.
These experiences gave me insight into the otherwise hidden workworld of immi-
grants. In the chicken-plucking plants and casket-building factories, on pillow-stuffing
assembly lines and at candy-making machines, I saw the low wages, backbreaking work,
and endless abuse that immigrants suffer daily. Few organizations addressed these prob-
lems, and even fewer gave immigrants roles other than as passive recipients of legal or
social services. Conversations with hundreds of immigrants between 1985 and 1992, in
addition to my own experiences, convinced me that a workers organization in the Central
American immigrant community would serve a desperate need.
71 In formulating the plan for the Workplace Project, I was acutely aware of my own
limitations as an "outsider" to the community that the Project would serve, as a result of
my race, class, and cultural background. I saw myself as a person with a set of skills that
included legal training, fundraising experience, fluency in English and Spanish, and past
work with Central Americans in this country. In my view, these skills would help me lay
the groundwork for an organization that could then be developed by people from the
community.
My use of the single term "community" to describe Central Americans or immigrant
workers on Long Island and the idea that I am an "outsider" to this "community" are in
some ways too simple. Even within a very specific subset of people-such as male
immigrants to the town of Glen Cove, Long Island, originally from Polor6s, Department
of La Uni6n, El Salvador-there are vast differences in political outlook, former occupa-
tion and class, and religion. Although these men may feel similarly about the town
government of Glen Cove and its attempts to rid the town of Salvadorans, they may have
very different views about participating in a strike for better wages. These differences
make it impossible to talk honestly about "community" without reference to the purpose
for which the community has developed.
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organize at a grassroots level, across trades and industries, in communities
of working-class people. In addition to confronting systematic exploita-
tion in the workplace, the centers also focus their attention on the eco-
nomic, social, and political concerns of their members. These centers are
part of an effort to build a new labor movement, to lead the fight against
exploitation of immigrants and other working-class people.72
Currently, the Project works in the Latino community. For the Pro-
ject's first two years, we worked exclusively with Central Americans. As
the Workplace Project grew, we expanded our work to the entire Latino
community, because we realized that immigrants from many Latin Ameri-
can countries were working side by side all over Long Island; checking
passports at our center's door would only reduce the potential for solidar-
ity in the workplace. We chose not to work with all workers, because the
Project gains strength from having deep roots in a single community,
creating the potential for effective alliances with other communities. Ad-
ditionally, we wanted to ensure that our ambition did not outstrip our
resources.
The Project is located in the center of Hempstead, a poor and work-
ing-class town of about 50,000 people-mostly African American and
Salvadoran-with a smattering of older white people and immigrants
from other countries.73 Hempstead has one of the largest communities of
Latino immigrants on Long Island.74 The Workplace Project office is in a
three-story building behind the state district courthouse. The building sits
72When I began exploring ideas to develop the Workplace Project, I learned much
from the model used by established workers centers such as the Chinese Staff and Workers'
Association in New York's Chinatown and La Mujer Obrera in El Paso, Texas. These
centers emphasize grassroots organizing in the context of a worker-led center.
Other workers centers around the country include: Asian Immigrant Women's Advo-
cates and Korean Immigrant Worker Advocates in California (working with Korean and
Chinese women); Southwest Florida Farmworker Project in Florida (working with Haitian,
Guatemalan, and Mexican farmworkers); Immigrant Workers' Resource Center in Massa-
chusetts (working with Haitian and Latino workers); Chinese Staff and Workers' Associa-
tion, Cooperativa de Trabajadores Agricolas (working with Latino farmworkers), the
Latino Workers Center, and Sakhi for South Asian Women in New York; Center for
Women's Economic Alternatives (working with African American women from the chicken
processing industry) in North Carolina; Centro del Obrero Fronterizo/La Mujer Obrera
(working with Latina women on the U.S./Mexico border) in Texas; and Appalachian
Women Empowered (working with white women) in Virginia.
In July 1994, these workers centers (including the Workplace Project) formed a
national organization, the National Consortium of Independent Workers Centers. This
Consortium has had two organizing meetings in September 1994 and in February 1995.
The Consortium's goal is to support local centers and to promote the model nationally as
part of an effort to build a new labor movement. Consortium of Independent Workers'
Centers, Workers' Centers and the New Labor Movement (Feb. 1995) (position paper, on
file with author).
73NASSAU COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION, TOTAL POPULATION AND MINORITY
POPULATION: NASSAU COUNTY 1990 tbls. 3, 8 (1992).74 Id. tbl. 8.
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in the middle of a string of Salvadoran-owned businesses and is well-
known to the Latino community. It is home to several lawyers that serve
the community as well as the Central American Refugee Center (CARE-
CEN), a nonprofit legal services center which sees approximately 8000
Central Americans with immigration questions each year.
For the Workplace Project's first year of operation, I was the sole
staff person based in the office of CARECEN. 75 During the second year,
I raised sufficient funds to hire Omar Henriquez, a Salvadoran man and
fifteen-year resident of Long Island, as a full-time organizer. By the end
of the second year, we moved the Workplace Project to a new office and
became an independent nonprofit corporation with a membership and
board of directors made up entirely of immigrant workers. In this, our
third year, the center will be hiring a second organizer to focus on the
popular education of women workers. 76
During the first two years of its existence, we thought of the Work-
place Project as housing three distinct programs: (1) a legal clinic for
immigrants with labor problems; (2) a community outreach and education
program on workers' rights; and (3) an organizing project. We have come
to realize that this is not how we want the Project to function. Instead,
we now see organizing immigrant workers as both our end goal and our
core strategy. Our community education programs and legal clinic are part
of this organizing effort. Both of these programs are designed to deepen
workers' involvement in the Workplace Project and their analysis of the
position of immigrants in the United States economy. As a whole, the
programs support and train workers as they turn these analyses into
strategies for change.
1. Labor and Community Organizing Program
The Project has two goals for its organizing program. The first is to
build an active, grassroots organization that is run democratically by
low-income immigrant workers. Because of this, the Project has an all-
worker membership from which the board of directors is elected as well
as several worker committees. 77 We see this organizational development 78
75We were very fortunate to be able to work with CARECEN during our first two
years. With generosity and warmth, CARECEN initially included me and Omar Henriquez
on their staff. At the same time, they supported the Workplace Project's eventual decision
to move to separate offices and become financially independent.
76As of September 1995, Rhina Ramos, a graduate of Hofstra Law School, will join
the staff to start a worker training program called "PODER" (meaning both "power" and
"to be able" in Spanish). Her salary will be paid by a Philip M. Stern-NAPIL Fellowship.
Five community volunteers currently supplement the paid staff. All staff and volunteers
are bilingual in Spanish and English.
77 See infra part V.
78 While parts of "organizational development" and our other programs might also be
referred to as "empowerment" I have never been fond of that word. It seems to imply
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work as an essential component of our second goal, mobilizing workers
for structural change.
As part of the organizational development work, we sponsor a central
workers committee, C-POL (the "Committee for Labor Organizing" or
"Comit6 Pro-Organizaci6n Laboral" in Spanish). This group was founded
in order to promote the education and organization of other workers by
workers attending our Workers Course.79 The C-POL has developed edu-
cational events for community members in churches and other gathering
places. The members of C-POL also actively participate in the planning
and execution of Workplace Project events such as marches, dances, and
organizing campaigns.
Although we encouraged women to join C-POL from the beginning,
few did. Those who came to meetings felt uncomfortable and soon dropped
out. In the summer of 1994, a group of women who had recently gradu-
ated from the Workers Course formed a women workers committee, Fuerza
Laboral Femenina (Women's Labor Force). The committee met several
times, but was divided on whether or not to merge with C-POL or remain
a separate group that would focus exclusively on the needs of women
workers. They voted, in the end, to join C-POL. When the first joint
C-POL/Fuerza meeting fizzled, Fuerza also disbanded as a regular com-
mittee.
In general, we have found that men are much more likely than women
to participate in our organizing and educational efforts. We attribute this
trend to a variety of factors. First, compared to men who tend to work
either in large factories or as landscapers waiting on a crowded street
comer for work, immigrant women often labor in isolation. For example,
many women are domestic workers or sew piece-work at home. Their
isolation makes outreach difficult. Second, women carry the double load
of working outside the home and keeping the family together, leaving
them too exhausted to take on other responsibilities. They may feel un-
comfortable about bringing their children to a meeting. Husbands and
boyfriends are often opposed to their wives ' and girlfriends' participating
in activities outside the family. Moreover, many women who neither drive
nor have access to a car may feel unsafe waiting at a bus stop in Hempstead
at night. Third, the immigration patterns in the Central American commu-
nity also contribute to the predominance of men in organizing activities.
Because men usually migrate first, their numbers far exceed those of the
women.80 Because women face significant barriers to participating in organ-
that power can be given by one person who has it to another who does not without
reference to all of the structural impediments to poor people's use of that power. It has
become fashionable recently to use the phrase "leadership development" instead of"empowerment" but this term also begs the question of which leaders are developed and
for what purpose. See, e.g., Delgado, supra note 62, at 21.
79 See infra part III.A.2.b.
8OMahler, supra note 6; MAHLER, supra note 17.
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izing work, the Project has decided to create and fund a position for a
woman to coordinate organizing, outreach, and education among Latina
immigrant women.
We are at the early stages of meeting our second goal, mobilizing
workers for significant change. To this end, we have focused largely on
bringing together groups of workers to support efforts designed to shift
the power between the worker and the employer in individual cases.
One of Raul Melendez's friends at the Franklin Square street corner,
Miguel Alejandro Guevara,8s is not paid for nine days of work with
Rossetti and Sons Landscapers. His boss, Joe Rossetti, tells Guevara that
he was stiffed by the owner of the house on which they were working,"and when I don't get paid, you don't get paid." Undeterred, Guevara
talks with Henriquez and a group of workers on the street corner; they
figure out where Rossetti is working on his next job and put together a
plan. On Friday, Guevara, Henriquez, and fifteen of the workers from the
corner pile into cars and go to the house where Rossetti is working. They
confront him and demand that he pay the $450 that he owes. Disturbed
by the noise, the owner of the home comes out to see what is happening
and witnesses the confrontation. After a half an hour, Rossetti has agreed
to pay the money-half this week and half next week. As Rossetti takes
out the cash, the homeowner says to the workers: "If he doesn't pay you
the rest like he promised, I won't be paying him what I promised either"
The next week, the debt is paid in full.
The Project has also begun the next stage, an organizing campaign
focused on a particular industry. In the spring and summer of 1994, we
began organizing with landscaping and small-scale construction day la-
borers on two of Long Island's street comers, helping them mobilize to
demand a higher daily wage and enforce payment of wages earned.82
When the season began in April, Henriquez and C-POL members joined
day laborers as they waited to be picked up by landscaping employers.
After hours of watching, they began to understand the unwritten rules of
each comer and to talk to the men about their working conditions. After
several weeks of quiet observation of the daily routine, Henriquez and
C-POL members began to work with the men through a united committee
81 "Miguel Alejandro Guevara" is a pseudonym for a real worker.
82NVe hope that such industry-wide campaigns later will include the targeting of
industry-wide enforcement problems, such as the state Department of Labor's failure to
aggressively pursue cases involving domestic workers. We also hope that these campaigns
will focus on combatting laws that have a negative impact on the industry-such as the
exclusion of domestic workers from the NLRA and the FLSA-in addition to fighting
against employers.
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structure on each corner to enforce higher wages, better methods of
insuring payment for work done, and safer working conditions.
As a result of his constant presence on street comers, Henriquez is
able to help the workers mobilize when their livelihood is threatened.
In the spring of 1994, residents of Inwood, Long Island tried to
remove workers from the corner where they waited for work, claiming
that the workers disrupted the neighborhood. Workers were videotaped,
verbally harassed, and physically threatened by townspeople, who even-
tually had the police blockade the street. At the request of a founding
C-POL member, Henriquez, other C-POL members, and I joined the
workers at a previously arranged meeting with the town. After that meet-
ing, the workers asked Henriquez to help them defend their right to seek
work. Backed by the Workplace Project and C-POL, the workers negoti-
ated with the town for a better place to wait for work--one in a more
visible commercial area where they would be protected from harassment
and supported by the town government. Henriquez continued to visit the
corner throughout the summer to ensure compliance with the agreement
and to build on the successful negotiation by helping workers set wage
standards for the corner.
2. Community Education and Worker Training
The Workplace Project's Community Education and Worker Training
Program has two components: outreach in the Latino community to pro-
vide information about workers' rights and a Workers Course designed to
develop legal knowledge, organizing skills, and leadership ability in its
participants.
a. Community Outreach
The Project uses a variety of techniques to spread the word about
rights on the job. To facilitate communication, Project staff, board and
committee members, and volunteers regularly make educational presenta-
tions to local Latino churches, English as a Second Language classes, and
community groups. Often these presentations are designed and implemented
entirely by C-POL members with support from Project staff. In addition
to descriptions of Workplace Project programs and information about
basic workplace rights, these events usually include testimonials from
workers who have had experience fighting problems in their workplaces;
a brief talk by a lawyer; short plays written and put on by workers to
illuminate or humorize a point about the mistreatment of immigrants on
the job or about defending one's rights; live music; and a question-and-
answer period.
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Project staff and volunteers also develop and distribute material in
Spanish designed to explain workers' rights. For example, using grant
funds given by the American Bar Association, the Project developed a
comic book dealing with immigrant workers' rights. This forty-page book,
which will be published in the spring of 1995, describes the travails and
triumphs of three imigrants-a domestic worker, a day laborer, and a
factory worker-as they fight non-payment of wages, workplace injuries,
and sexual harassment. Such material is left at local restaurants, bodegas,
and laundromats. It is also distributed by workers and volunteers, who
stand on street corners and frequent bus and train stations in the early-
morning hours when immigrants travel to work.
Finally, the Project makes liberal use of the Spanish-language media.
Long Island is home to several Spanish-language newspapers and radio
stations, as well as a cable television network that broadcasts in Spanish.
Assisted by the fact that Henriquez formerly worked as a free-lance
journalist in the Spanish-language press on Long Island, the center has
cultivated relationships with each of these media outlets. Stories about the
Workplace Project's activities and victories, interviews with Project staff,
columns treating labor rights issues, and free advertisements for Project
activities run frequently in all of these media.
This ongoing campaign to increase immigrant workers' familiarity
with their rights has two effects. First, it raises awareness that abuse does
not have to be an unavoidable side-effect of a low-paying job. Second, it
moves some workers to take action on their own against a problem at
work and others to come into the Center to seek advice or support in order
to act effectively.
b. Workers Course
Once workers are drawn to the center through outreach and legal
services, they are encouraged to continue learning about their rights through
the more intensive Workers Course. The Project's Workers Course is a
focal point of the organization and increasingly draws even those work-
ers without any current labor problems into the fold of the organization.
The eight-week course, taught in Spanish three to four times each year,
provides participants with information not only about legal rights on
the job but also about labor and immigration history. The course also
helps workers develop their analytical and organizing skills.83 Its
83 Although I initially designed the curriculum and taught this course, the process of
course development has changed significantly. Each graduating class forms a committee
to evaluate the class and to plan and help teach the next one. These committees have played
a crucial role in the development of a creative curriculum. Graduating classes have written
and produced a play about workers who picket their boss's business because he refuses to
pay them. They also have developed techniques to increase class participation based on
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graduatesS4 become members of the organization, eligible to serve on the
board of directors. It is heavily advertised, both through ads and articles
in local newspapers and through fliers designed and distributed by gradu-
ates of the previous course.
Weekly topics discussed during the course include a session about
immigration and labor history in the United States; sessions presenting
specific areas of labor rights, such as wage and hour laws, health and
safety rights, and unemployment benefits; and several sessions on organ-
izing techniques. The course emphasizes the development of leadership
skills including speaking in front of a group, analyzing and investigating
problems, and developing strategies to tackle complex issues. Throughout
the course, we use popular education techniques pioneered in Latin Amer-
ica by Paulo Freire and in the United States by Myles Horton. 85 Through
these techniques, the participants use their own experiences as a text for
analyzing the problems that their communities face.
Unlike the "know your rights" workshops that public-interest and
legal-aid law offices often offer to the community and which are designed
only to give people basic information about the law and how to use it,
the Workers Course is set up to provide group opportunities for reflection
that will lead to analysis and action. For example, a traditional "know
your rights" workshop on health and safety might begin with a review of
common health and safety hazards and be followed by a talk from a
lawyer or an OSHA representative about "how to file a claim with OSHA"
those used by "health promoters"-community members who are trained to teach others
about health and hygiene-in El Salvador. During our class on organizing techniques,
workers from the Chinese Staff and Workers' Association now come to talk (using
translators) about their experiences. We also have developed a roster of guest speakers,
including Latino lawyers, government officials, and activists, who come to teach classes
in their areas of expertise.
84 As of March 1995, the Workers Course had trained 120 participants.
85 Both Paulo Freire, a Brazilian-born educator, and Myles Horton, the founder in 1932
of the Highlander Folk School (now the Highlander Research and Education Center) in
Tennessee, independently developed similar methods of "education for social change:'
These popular education techniques, rooted in the teaching of literacy, bring together
groups of poor and often illiterate people to reflect on their lives, analyze the causes of
the problems that they face, and develop group strategies to combat those problems. See,
e.g., FRANK ADAMS & MYLES HORTON, UNEARTHING SEEDS OF FIRE: THE IDEA OF
HIGHLANDER (1975); PAULO FREIRE, EDUCATION FOR CRITICAL CONSCIOUSNESS (1981);
PAULO FREIRE, PEDAGOGY OF THE OPPRESSED (1970); PAULO FREIRE & DONALD MACEDO,
LITERACY: READING THE WORD AND THE WORLD (1987); MYLES HORTON ET AL., THE
LONG HAUL (1990); MYLES HORTON & PAULO FREIRE, WE MAKE THE ROAD BY WALKING
(1990).
The use of these techniques, together with lawyering, as part of strategies for social
change in South Africa and El Salvador, have been described by Richard F. Klawiter, iLa
Tierra es Nuestra! The Campesino Struggle in El Salvador and a Vision of Community-
Based Lawyering, 42 STAN. L. REv. 1625 (1990) and Lucie E. White, To Learn and Teach:
Lessons from Dreifontein on Lawyering and Power, 1988 WIsc. L. REV. 699, 760-63
(1988).
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In contrast, our first class about health and safety rights begins with a
videotape called "Uvas No" ("No Grapes"), 86 put out by the United Farm
Workers. In graphic detail, the video demonstrates the effects of pesticides
on the farmworkers and on their children, who are often stricken with
cancers or born without limbs. The movie closes with a call for a boycott
against grapes.
The video provides the starting point for a discussion about the
dangers to health and safety that immigrant workers on Long Island face.
Workers collaborate in drawing a mural of hazards at their workplaces,
ranging from sharp blades used on machines where the safety guards have
been removed to extended use of unmarked chemicals without gloves or
goggles. Each participant then describes her drawing to the group.
Knowing that the law is supposed to protect their health and safety,
the workers then discuss the reasons why such hazards are still so preva-
lent. Often this leads the group to focus on the government's failure to
enforce the law, followed by a conversation about the simultaneous need
for and perceived expendability of immigrant workers in the U.S. econ-
omy. Later, when OSHA representatives are invited to speak, they are met
by a classroom full of people who have already begun to analyze the
government's complicity in allowing health and safety violations to occur
and who respond critically to OSHA's claims about the protections that
the law offers.
At the end of the course, participants design an action plan for a
health or safety problem that they face using their analysis of their own
situation and the skills they have learned through the class. In one session,
the class chose the lack of adequate heat in many workplaces as the focus
of their action plan. This topic provided an interesting contrast to the
traditional "know your rights" approach. Because there is no legal right
to heat on the job in New York State-even in winter 8 ---the traditional
legalistic approach would have proved inadequate for tackling this prob-
lem. By contrast, the methods that we used encouraged the class to
develop a strategic plan for fighting this serious problem. This plan in-
cluded a public information campaign, legislative work to change the law,
and work slow-downs in response to individual employers' refusals to
provide heat.
Students are charged for the course not in money but in time. Each
graduate must put at least ten hours of her time back into the organization
and the community in order to teach others what she has learned and to
involve more workers in the fight for rights at work. As the class draws
to a close, workers sign up to "pay" their ten hours by joining committees
86Available from United Farm Workers, P.O. Box 62, Keene, CA 93531.
87According to my knowledge, and according to OSHA and the New York State
Health Department, there is no legal right to heating on the job.
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which will continue meeting at the center after graduation. Workers can
join the Workplace Project's standing workers committee described ear-
lier, C-POL. Alternatively, they can become members of ad hoc commit-
tees-such as the committee to plan and teach the next class, a committee
to plan a Labor Day parade, or a committee to carry out educational
events in churches. The ten hours that each worker puts into one of these
committees builds a bridge between the classroom and the organization,
bringing each class participant into the Project so that she begins to
participate actively in the work of the center.
3. Worker Legal Defense and Advocacy Program
TheWorkplace Project provides legal services through our Monday
legal clinic, which offers counseling, referrals, and representation to Lat-
ino workers with labor-related problems. The clinic is open every Mon-
day, all day, on a walk-in basis. At first, the clinic was advertised in the
local Spanish-language newspapers, and through fliers placed in restau-
rants, bodegas, laundromats, and bus stations. Word of mouth rapidly took
over, and the clinic now sees hundreds of workers each year.
Until November 1994, the legal clinic operated like most legal serv-
ices programs. Workers came in on Mondays and were seen by counselors
who were law students or trained community volunteers. After the work-
ers described their problems, the counselors informed them about their
legal rights. If possible, their cases were taken; if not, they received
self-help advice and referral information. Once a case was accepted through
the legal clinic, the Workplace Project staff worked with the client to
negotiate a solution. If negotiation failed, the staff would take the case to
court or to the appropriate administrative agency.
The next section describes the conflict that we encountered between
the legal clinic, as it is described here and as we initially had conceived
it, and our overall organizing model. The next section also will describe
in detail the clinic's current form after it was reconfigured to address these
problems.
IV. Analysis of the Workplace Project Model
A. Conflict Between Provision of Legal Services and Organizing
1. Dangers of Reliance on Legal Solutions
As I discussed earlier, my goal in founding the Workplace Project
was to create an organization directed toward long-term struggle by build-
ing a base of support among workers who decided, as a result of our
programs or their own analyses, to challenge their position in the U.S.
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labor system. 88 Although I had hoped originally to provide legal services
for workers with labor problems in order to draw workers into our organ-
izing efforts, it soon became clear that we needed a more complex vision
of how the law could function to support organizing campaigns rather
than simply attract people to them.89
It soon became obvious that by providing legal services for individual
workers, we were undermining our goal of organizing the community. My
initial vision of legal services as a draw for our organizing work was a
principal reason for this problem. In our eagerness to develop a good
reputation in the community, we initially focused on providing effective
legal representation,9" especially for those who had been denied their back
wages. Because we promised free legal consultations every Monday, workers
came to the clinic expecting to present their problem to a lawyer and to
be advised about possible legal solutions and how to pursue them. Given
this set-up, they were reluctant to discuss the larger circumstances sur-
rounding their problem, its root causes, and creative ways to solve it.91
Our ideal Freirian process-beginning with problem identification and
ending with collective action-stopped before it got started.
Furthermore, a successful experience with legal services taught the
worker nothing more than reliance on legal services. The worker who
benefits from the legal action has not learned the skills that she will need
to fight back the next time she is exploited; instead, she has learned that
she should seek out a lawyer to solve her problems. The entrenched
societal belief that a lawyer, doctor, or accountant knows how to solve
problems better than the layperson also encourages this response. Once a
88 While this was the goal that I had in mind, I was less clear about how I hoped to
achieve it. It was only through conversations with workers and staff at other workers
centers, and with Henriquez and workers here, that we fully developed the model that we
are using now.
89For example, Steve Bachmann, describes in a review of his work for ACORN-a
grassroots organizing group-the role that law can play in achieving intermediate goalsfor an organizing effort. Steve Bachmann, Lawyers, Law and Social Change, 13 N.Y.U.
REv. L. & Soc. CHANGE 1 (1984-1985). He describes how a lawsuit can galvanize a group
of people, act as a back-up strategy, or function as an additional tool in the arsenal. See
also White, supra note 85 passim.
90 Because I had been trained as a lawyer, I chose to make legal work the centerpiece
of the Workplace Project's program during the first year. This choice precipitated the
problems that we encountered in our second year when we started to organize.
91 The Latino Workers' Center encountered a parallel problem when it was founded in
late 1992. It had spun off from the Chinese Staff and Workers' Association. The initial
group of workers that it attracted had just been denied access to union-sponsored Englishclasses. As a result, the Center chose to hold English as a Second Language classes with
workers' rights as the core curriculum to draw workers to their center. They too became
frustrated with their initial strategy. Later, they realized that English classes had attracted
workers to their center who were interested in learning English, but not necessarily in
building a workers' organization to struggle against labor abuse.
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problem has been defined as part of the legal sphere, people are reluctant
to take it back into their own hands.
We were also disturbed to find that the successful provision of legal
services in the employment context often co-opts potential leaders. Going
to a community labor-rights office such as ours entails risktaking for an
immigrant worker, who knows that other workers or her employer could
easily become aware of the step that she has taken. Therefore, the workers
who bring their workplace problems to our office tend to be the most
motivated, the most active, and the most prone to taking chances. 92 Natu-
rally, these individuals make the best leaders for a future organizing
campaign. Once we win their lawsuit and they get their money, these
workers often leave the workplace. The rest of the workers, who would
have benefited from their leadership had they stayed, are left to suffer. By"paying off' the bravest and most determined workers with a settlement
or an award, the Workplace Project's legal program plays the role of the
employer who decapitates an organizing effort by making a deal with its
leaders. 93
Even when we have been successful in brainstorming solutions with
the worker or the group, workers often prefer litigation to carrying out
these creative strategies involving group action. It is easy to understand
why. Organizing as an immigrant worker is a frightening and risky propo-
sition. For workers who come to us from El Salvador and have seen
worker organizing result in brutal repression, traditional legal services
may be the most appealing alternative.94 In the United States, the chances
that the worker will lose her job as a result of organizing are high, the
protections are low, and the payoff is unpredictable at best. Finding a
92 On the other hand, a good number of workers who come to us are simply the worst
off. Because they have already been fired, their use of our legal services carries little risk.93 An organizing effort that is not linked to a long-term struggle can have the same
end. Workers who achieve a short-term goal, like getting their wages back through a day
or a week of picketing (as in Miguel Alejandro Guevara's case, supra note 81 and
accompanying text), may still leave both the job and the broader efforts of the workers
center behind once they have gotten what they were looking for.94 In some circumstances, this cuts the other way. Immigrants from El Salvador and
other countries with strong popular movements can be especially active participants in
organizing efforts in the United States. They can contribute a wealth of experience and
talent. Among the Workplace Project's board members and the members of the workers
committee, C-POL, we count veterans of an agricultural cooperative in Honduras, the
teachers' union ANDES in El Salvador, and the Salvadoran and Guatemalan student
movements. C-POL also has several participants who are past members of the violent and
repressive Salvadoran military, proof that "community" is a concept highly contingent on
context.
However, most of the immigrant population from these countries did not come from
this organized sector. Many, especially those from El Salvador, characterize their reasons
for emigrating as a fear of both sides in the civil war. People who resisted participation
in labor organizing efforts under such circumstances often witnessed brutal repression
against unionists. As such, they are very reluctant to become involved in anything in the
United States that they feel could endanger them.
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lawyer to resolve the problem presents the least risk and the biggest
possible benefit. If the worker wins her lawsuit, she reaps the reward; if
she loses, at least she has not gone out on such a fragile limb. Finally,
organizing takes a considerable commitment of time, time which most
immigrants do not feel they have.95
2. Provision of Legal Services Is Not a Long-Term Solution
In our experience, lawsuits that are not backed by a strong group of
workers often flounder because they are vulnerable to the pitfalls of the
legal process. Legal procedure, bankruptcy laws, the slowness of court
and administrative proceedings, and even the rules of legal ethics 96 fre-
quently interfere with the effective representation of immigrant workers.
If employers change their policies in response to a complaint or
lawsuit, they often do so in a way that is tailored only to avoid legal
liability, leaving the core exploitative conditions intact. Even when em-
ployers settle a matter with a small group of workers, they frequently
require the workers to sign a binding confidentiality agreement. This
agreement enables the employer to avoid correcting the underlying prob-
lem by preventing other workers from knowing about it. In each of these
instances, unless the lawsuit is part of an organizing strategy, there is no
muscle behind the workers' legal demands.
An example from the Workplace Project's experience illustrates some
of these problems:
After being turned away by the Department of Labor and turned
down by the unions, Efrain Sandoval came into the center to describe his
problem with underpayment of wages. Because Sandoval had been at the
restaurant for four years, the amount of money owed to him was consid-
erable. We told Sandoval that we would represent him, but that he should
try to get as many other workers involved in the lawsuit as possible. After
speaking to other busboys and dishwashers, Sandoval came back to report
that he was the only worker still interested in going ahead.
I wrote a demand letter to the employer, which resulted in a series
of negotiations between the two parties. A settlement was reached, grant-
ing Sandoval five thousand dollars in back pay. However, the employer
made a confidentiality agreement a prerequisite of any settlement; San-
doval would be bound not to tell any other workers about his arrange-
ment. I was unable to negotiate for a settlement which included the others
because of my ethical obligations to Sandoval as an individual client.97
95See Stacy Brustin, Expanding Our Vision of Legal Services Representation-The
Hernanas Unidas Project, 1 J. GENDER & L. 39, 55-56, 56 n.57 (1993).96 See infra note 97.9 7 Many of the ethical rules that govern the conduct of attorneys have been developed
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Although he would have preferred not to sign a confidentiality agreement,
he wanted to get his money rather than scrap the settlement because of
this demand. Because the employer saw no worker muscle behind his
demands, the chances of the employer backing down were slim. Sandoval,
previously the worker most vocal about mistreatment by the employer,
took his money and left the restaurant. The remaining busboys and dish-
washers continued to be paid at the below-minimum rate.
While some might argue that the Project would be more successful
if we focused on impact litigation, our experience with labor law and the
underground economy shows otherwise. The center might be able to win
a case that would change the law and increase protections of immigrant
workers. However, considering that in the underground economy existing
labor laws are violated with impunity, a new law would have little, if any,
practical effect.
Although the Workplace Project's legal clinic has achieved numerous
victories for our individual clients, it leaves the vast majority of work-
places completely untouched. The underground economy is a transitory
place. Factories and restaurants open and close with lightning speed, and
unscrupulous employers treat losses in court merely as a transaction cost.
The only significant improvement will come when immigrant workers
mobilize themselves to shift the balance of power so that they can demand
real change.
3. The Uses of Legal Services
Despite the conflict posed by legal services, the Workplace Project is
reluctant to give up the legal clinic entirely. First, the clinic has assisted
many people individually. In our first two and a half years, the clinic has
represented more than 750 workers who wanted to recover their back
in the context of private lawyering and, thus, conflict with lawyering in the context of a
larger mobilizing effort. For example, Canon 5 of the Lawyer's Code of Professional
Responsibility, entitled "A Lawyer Should Exercise Independent Professional Judgment on
Behalf of a Client," states in part: "Neither [the lawyer's] personal interests, the interests
of other clients, nor the desires of third persons should be permitted to dilute [the lawyer's]
loyalty to his client:' MODEL CODE OF PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY AND CODE OF
JUDICIAL CONDUCT EC 5-1 (1986). Sandoval's story illustrates the problems with such a
rule. In this instance, my interest in mobilizing Sandoval's co-workers threatened to
conflict with my legal responsibility to Sandoval as an individual client.
Another ethical rule that has made even adequate representation of individuals difficult
states: "A lawyer shall not present, participate in presenting, or threaten to present criminal
charges solely to obtain an advantage in a civil matter." MODEL CODE OF PROFESSIONAL
RESPONSIBILITY AND CODE OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT DR 7-105 (1980). This rule prevents
me from threatening to turn in underground employers to the IRS for tax evasion as a
means of forcing them to pay wages and overtime owed and to comply with other labor
laws. Despite one lawyer's threat to file a complaint against me with the grievance
committee of the bar association for writing such a letter, such a threat might be the most
effective way of getting an employer to address his employee's demands.
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wages, receive unemployment benefits or get OSHA inspections at their
workplace. In a poor community where money talks loudly, we have
recovered over $120,000 in wages and pension benefits for more than a
hundred workers since we began. Local Spanish-language newspapers
often publicize our larger scale triumphs; the smaller ones are talked
about around town. These successes have helped the Project establish a
reputation on the street as a strong organization dedicated to serving the
needs of the community.
Furthermore, in certain kinds of cases legal services are the swiftest
and least costly way to vindicate a worker's rights. Such cases include
those where few workers are involved in the dispute or where the em-
ployer is invulnerable to low cost public pressure, such as pickets or a
media campaign. In other cases, the problem may be most easily resolved
through a direct legal solution as when a single worker does not get paid
after being fired, a small group of workers is denied unemployment
benefits, or a worker is injured on the job but does not receive workers'
compensation. In each of these cases, a letter from a lawyer and, if
necessary, a lawsuit are almost always the fastest, if not the only, way to
solve the problem. In addition, because we are the only source of legal
services for immigrants with labor problems on all of Long Island, immi-
grant workers would have no legal recourse if we closed the clinic.
The clinic is also an effective means for bringing workers into the
organization. It attracts new immigrants to the Project each week by
demonstrating to them that the organization is willing to fight with them
and on their behalf and that challenges to employers can succeed. The
new cases that workers bring to the Project occasionally serve as a starting
point for organizing by mobilizing workers to challenge their own prob-
lems. The flow of workers through the clinic also allows us to monitor
what is happening in the community and in workplaces around Long
Island. Through the clinic, we have accumulated a database of information
about over 350 Long Island employers, many of whom are repeat offend-
ers. Without the clinic, it would be very difficult to keep this invaluable
information up to date.
Finally, the legal clinic provides financial sustenance to the organi-
zation. Through the clinic, the Project charges workers a nominal legal
fee.98 We also receive funds through court-ordered attorneys' fees and
grants that we solicit from foundations that sponsor legal services organi-
zations.
Beyond serving our financial needs, the legal program is an excellent
way to recruit and incorporate volunteers, who are crucial to our long-
term organizing efforts, into the Workplace Project. Our thriving pro-bono
98 We charge a $20 "retainer" to take a case. If the worker wins, we charge a fee that
does not exceed seven percent of the total recovered amount.
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and law student internship programs would be much harder, if not impos-
sible, to maintain without the legal clinic and the cases that it generates.
4. The Legal Clinic as Part of a Strategy for Collective Action
and Structural Change
In response to the concerns detailed in the sections above, the Project
staff has restructured the legal services program. The "new" clinic's struc-
ture is based on two tenets. First, in the context of limited resources, legal
assistance should go to workers who want to be active participants in our
programs, rather than to those who expect to be the passive recipients of
a service. Second, once a worker is committed to fighting for better
working conditions, problems must be addressed through a team ap-
proach. This approach necessarily involves as many workers from the
affected workplace as possible, an organizer, and when necessary, a law-
yer or supervised legal advocate.
A worker who comes to the clinic with a problem-for example, a
factory worker who has not been paid wages for a month-first meets
with a Project organizer. The organizer explains that the Workplace Pro-
ject is an organization of workers, not a legal services center. The organ-
izer also explains that, although the Workplace Project will readily pro-
vide free legal counseling, for actual services the "client" must commit
to giving back to the organization.99 The organizer then provides an over-
view of the Project's programs and gives examples of ways in which the
worker can participate.
After the orientation, the worker meets with a counselor. If the prob-
lem is a simple question-for example, do I qualify for unemployment
benefits or workers' compensation?-the counselor, in consultation with
the Project's lawyer, helps the worker find the answer. If the problem is
more complex, the counselor, joined by the organizer and often the law-
yer, discusses the problem with the worker. Before discussing the rights
of the worker, the group talks about general conditions at the workplace,
99 Workers respond to this announcement in a variety of ways. While some accept it,
others offer to pay us to take their cases, believing that we are asking them to participate
in the organization because we think they cannot afford our services. Nevertheless, in the
end, few workers balk at this commitment. By our estimates, only one in ten workers
chooses the "counseling" alternative, rather than choosing to participate in the organiza-
tion. There are several possible explanations for this trend. One possibility is that the
requirements are not particularly onerous. Another possibility is that workers feel that they
have no choice but to commit. Other workers may agree initially and then decide not to
comply, if their case is finished by the time they are required to fulfill their responsibilities
to the Project. Although it is too early in this experiment to offer definitive explanations
for this trend, we hope that our experiences over time and frequent conversations between
workers and staff will help us evaluate the situation.
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the number of workers involved, and past efforts to improve conditions.
The team also explains the relevant law to the worker.
At this point, the worker must decide if she is willing to fight col-
lectively for better working conditions. The Project's staff asks her to
return later with other workers who have the same problem. This way, the
group can strategize and decide whether and how they want to take action.
When groups of workers are involved, a series of meetings may take
place.
If at any point it becomes clear that legal services will be a part of
the strategy, the worker or workers are asked to sign a contract. Through
the contract, the Workplace Project commits to providing legal services
on a particular issue. In exchange, in addition to paying our fee, the
worker must participate actively in her own case' 0 and in the organiza-
tion. As a condition for receiving legal services, the worker must agree
either to join a workers committee, take the workers course, or participate
in a campaign or event sponsored by the Project. Workers who do not
make this commitment are offered counseling and referrals, but are not
given legal representation.' 10
Once a case is taken, the team which now includes the worker(s), an
organizer, a counselor and, when necessary, a lawyer, begins work. For a
worker with an individual problem-for example, a domestic worker who
has not been paid-the first step is usually a confrontation or negotiation
with her employer. Accompanied by the organizer, and often by other
workers as a sign of support, the worker goes to the employer's home or
workplace to demand payment. If this is not successful, the team follows
up with a letter. If the worker is still not able to secure the employer's
cooperation, the staff initiates a lawsuit and files a complaint with the
Department of Labor and other appropriate agencies. For bigger cases,
these legal tactics are part of a larger publicity campaign against the
employer. This campaign is waged through the press, pickets, leaflets, and
other conventional organizing techniques.
It is unclear whether our attempts to restructure the Workplace Pro-
ject Legal Clinic will prove successful. Certainly, the new structure is
open to criticism. Some may charge that we coerce workers to participate
in the organization. Others may argue that we are picking and choosing
our clients, working only with those who have the time, interest, and
aptitude to become part of a larger struggle. 02 Unquestionably, our con-
tract imposes requirements on the people who come to us for help.
t00The worker's participation in her own case can include gathering information,
finding and interviewing witnesses, preparing cross examination questions, playing the role
of the employer in mock negotiations or trials, and preparing the first draft of an affidavit
or complaint.101 Workplace Project contract on file with author.
102This may be of particular concern given that some of our clients have come from
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We respond to the coercion criticism in two ways. First, by rationing
legal services based on an analysis of which clients are most likely to
turn into participants and leaders, the Project hopes to be able to serve
its long-term goals while preserving the usefulness of the legal clinic.
Second, because we do not have the resources to represent everyone who
comes to our door, it is imperative that we ration our legal services.
Rather than make a "value-neutral" rationing decision, our determination
of who will receive legal services coincides with our larger goals.
Looking at our restructuring from a different angle, the clinic can be
criticized for changing too little and for putting too few requirements on
the workers who come to us. By continuing to offer legal services to
anyone who will sign the contract, perhaps we have done little more than
create a facade of collective action. Instead, we should build an organi-
zation with a culture of organizing rather than a culture of legal services,
to which workers could come when they were ready to fight for better
working conditions. We know that genuine commitment to organizing
comes not from a requirement on a piece of paper, but from a much
deeper belief that organizing is necessary to achieve social change. Al-
though the contractual requirement may increase participation in the short
run, in the long term it will be a poor substitute for real commitment.
Without such a culture, we risk becoming involved in legal cases on
behalf of people who only go through the motions of participation and
who will not become an active part of the struggle.
V. A Practice-Based Theory of Social Change
As the Workplace Project grows from a young, local organization into
a broader movement of workers, we are trying to develop a theory of
social change that fits the context in which we work. The problems that
we have faced in our legal program and the tentative solutions that we
have devised, are only one example of the larger issues before us.
In this effort, we have some guidance from history and from theo-
retical writers. Paolo Freire and Myles Horton's ideas 10 3 offer descriptions
of how daily reality can provide a text for the development of a program
of action. The history of other social movements, both in the United States
countries where participation in organizations such as ours can bring severe repression.
See supra note 94. Arguably, such workers might refuse to participate, not because they
are lacking in interest or aptitude, but because their past experiences have taught them that
they will be punished for such a choice. However, our experience has led us to believe
that many of the workers who were most active in their home countries are also the ones
with the most acute political analysis of the situation in the United States. Id. They quickly
realize the difference in risk between being a part of the teachers union ANDES in El
Salvador and taking a course at a small workers center in the United States.103 See supra note 85.
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and in other countries, has an enormous amount to teach us. However, we
face an economic structure that is completely different from that of twenty-
five years ago and a social and political picture governed by new rules
and new actors. With so little time to reflect, it is difficult even to begin
to sort through the available material.
Another possible course of guidance can be found in law review
articles on "lawyering for social change?' Unfortunately, authors largely
focus on the dynamics of an individual lawyer-client relationship, and on
the role of the lawyer in either empowering or subordinating the client. 04
The articles that focus on larger social movements105 tend to do so in the
context of an analysis and critique of the lawyer's role in those move-
ments, rather than in an attempt to answer the larger question of how
social change occurs. 106
By necessity, we have been working to create our own theory of
social change, strategizing with the workers who constitute the Project
and with other workers centers around the country. In a recent planning
meeting, the Workplace Project developed the following revised mission
statement:
The Workplace Project's mission is to build an independent
movement of low-income workers to fight exploitation on the job
(and, eventually, to lead a struggle for better lives for all working
people).
Our current goal is to make the Workplace Project a strong
center for Latino immigrant workers on Long Island. We are
working to develop a broad and active membership of workers
and a democratic way of making decisions. The project's focus
is on worker leadership and organizing, with workers who come
to us going through a process of learning about their rights,
1° 4See, e.g., GERALD P. LOPEZ, REBELLIOUS LAWYERING: ONE CHICANO'S VISION OF
PROGRESSIVE LAW PRACTICE (1992); Anthony V. Alfieri, Practicing Community, 107 HARV.
L. REV. 1747 (1994) (reviewing GERALD P. LOPEZ, REBELLIOUS LAWYERING: ONE
CHICANO'S VISION OF PROGRESSIVE LAW PRACTICE (1992)); Gerald P. Lopez, The Work
We Know So Little About, 42 STAN. L. REV. 1 (1989); William H. Simon, Visions of
Practice in Legal Thought, 36 STAN. L. REV. 469 (1984); Paul R. Tremblay, Rebellious
Lawyering, Regnant Lawyering, and Street-Level Bureaucracy, 43 HASTINGS L.J. 947
(1992); Lucie E. White, Subordination, Rhetorical Survival Skills, and Sunday Shoes:
Notes on the Hearing of Mrs. G., 38 BUFFALO L. REV. 1 (1990).
10 5 See, e.g., Bachmann, supra note 89; William H. Simon, The Dark Secret of
Progressive Lawyering: A Comment on Poverty Law Scholarship in the Post-Modem,
Post-Reagan Era (unpublished manuscript on file with author).
10 6 Some would argue that this question of what makes for successful social change
is not one that belongs in law review articles. I disagree. If lawyers and law professors
are going to talk about the lawyer's role in organizing or even in "progressive" lawyer-
client relations, it seems to me that this discussion of role must be preceded by a general
theoretical dialogue concerning movements for social change. Professor Gary Blasi of
UCLA Law School calls for just such a discussion. See Blasi, supra note 51.
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analyzing their reality and the political reality of the United
States, and developing and carrying out strategies to challenge
the abuse that they face on the job. The Workplace Project
supports them in this process through education, organizing
back-up, and legal services.
This statement puts forth our current theory of social change. Organ-
izing is not simply a matter of mobilization. It is a long-term process of
analysis leading to action. Organizing workers goes far beyond a strike
for a better contract. It must be the conscious development of a worker-led
movement for better communities and better lives. The first step in achiev-
ing these goals must be to build centers of workers, who learn what it
means to be leaders by participating in a democratic organizing process.
Concretely, the Project focuses on implementing this theory of social
change in two areas. First, as I described above, we seek to build a strong,
democratic organization, run by workers. We are trying to develop a
long-term process through which workers define their goals, take owner-
ship of the center, and develop and carry out strategies to confront both
their immediate problems and the structural causes of those problems. We
are developing this process because we believe that long-term change in
the living and working conditions of working-class people can only be
achieved through self-organization.
To move from the existence of a sound worker center structure to
real worker leadership and democracy takes a lot of work. To develop an
organization, we must work with individuals and small groups of workers
to build skills, such as speaking in public, writing an agenda, leading a
meeting, talking to funders, and setting long-term goals. We must also
develop resources and training from outside of the organization when our
own knowledge is insufficient. 107 We must attract new workers interested
in participating in the organization and keep the structure flexible, so that
new members can take an active role, while maintaining a core vision that
keeps us from changing direction like a weather vane with every new
influx of workers. 108 The task that is hardest to describe but most crucial,
107To this end, we have an Advisory Committee made up of the type of people who
ordinarily sit on a Committee of Directors: lawyers, accountants, foundation repre-
sentatives, university professors, and other professionals. This Committee never meets, and
has no vote or other power in the organization. Instead, the Committee members are
available for consultation and support whenever we need them. Their assistance has been
invaluable.
10 Such a goal also implies a flexible and changing role for me, as the Workplace
Project's director. First, I had to learn to share decision-making power with other staff
members. With the addition of the Board of Directors to our organization, I must learn
how to cede power to the Board members. This has been hard not only for me, but for
our Board as well. Their initial reaction as a group of workers collaborating with the
person who founded the organization (a white lawyer) was to defer to me whenever
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is the development of a constantly evolving group analysis of the context
in which our organization is operating, with a parallel strategy for change
that is linked to and results from this analysis. 0 9
A second way in which we are implementing our theory of social
change is in the development of a concrete vision of the future structure
of a workers' movement.
The men who formed C-POL first met to discuss problems facing
landscaping workers in the coming season. However, when the proposal
was made that the group be formed as a "landscapers association," it
was voted down. Participants, one after another, described their varied
work experiences, as landscapers in the landscape season and as factory
workers, busboys, or office cleaners in the colder periods of the year "We
are all workers of one kind or another," one man said, "and we face the
same problems on all our jobs, and if we exclude everyone but landscapers
we'll never get anything done."
Based on the analysis of these workers, C-POL was formed as a
general workers' association to support workers in all industries. Com-
bined with the experiences of other workers centers and a sense of the
history of cross-industry labor organizing, 10 workers in C-POL led us to
develop the blueprint of a structure of united committees.
possible. My initial reaction was to step into the leadership role. Lately, workers have
taken more control of Board meetings, and I have begun to step back. I have few illusions,
however, about the ease of such a collaborative process. As long as we work together, we
will have lo struggle with our roles.
109For examples of how this apalysis might take place in the context of popular
education, see supra note 85. Based'on a variety of factors, including their social class in
their country of origin, their level of education, and their experiences in the United States,
workers bring to the center very different conceptions of what is happening around them
politically, economically, and socially. In order to build an organization that has a coherent
strategy for achieving social change, these different conceptions somehow have to be
brought out into the open, and the group has to reach some conclusion about the root
causes of the problems that immigrant workers face. This process is further complicated
by the constant arrival of new workers, and the disengagement of others as work, family,
or other obligations call them away from the center.
11°As the analysis of the C-POL members shows, the traditional union model of
organizing workers in only one industry or with one skill has little applicability to the
lives of most immigrant workers today. In our experience, Latino immigrants, especially
new immigrants, often work in a variety of trades. Within the space of a year, a man may
work in a restaurant, a factory, and a landscaping business. Similarly, a woman may take
care of children in a private home and then move on to a job as an office-cleaner.
Therefore, it is our belief that the strongest base for a workers organization is a cultural
and geographic community, rather than a trade or industry. This approach has the added
strength of bringing neighbors together, and promoting collaboration on efforts to change
conditions that affect the entire community, such as lack of adequate housing or health
care,
Workers centers are far from the first groups to realize this. In the first decades of the
20th century, the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW, or the "Wobblies") sought to
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The long-term plan of the Project is to build individual workplace
committees in each industry-one at each restaurant, each street corner,
and each cleaning company where workers are interested in organizing.
These individual workplace committees would then collaborate on indus-
try-wide committees, which in turn would send representatives to C-POL
or another general workers committee that is part of the Workplace Pro-
ject. We refer to this as a "united committee structure."
Our goal for the united committee structure in the landscaping indus-
try, for example, is to create a committee on each street corner, elected
by the men who wait for work there. In matters which affected only that
corner-the threat of the police closing down the corner or a problem
with a particular worker or group of workers, for example-the committee
would make and enforce decisions and rules that would then be followed
by the rest of the workers. Additionally, the committee would represent
that corner on a larger committee of all street corners in charge of deci-
sion-making about, for example, the minimum wage to be accepted by
day laborers on all Long Island street corners.
A multi-industry united committee structure would allow us to work
on strengthening worker organizing in each industry, while we continue
to build cross-trade solidarity among workers on issues that affect them
all. It is essential that we build cross-industry organizing campaigns against
the structural causes of the exploitation of immigrant workers, such as lax
enforcement of labor laws, anti-immigrant policies, and employer sanc-
tions. To do this well and to succeed in our ultimate goal, we must build
a membership in which workers in one industry recognize that the prob-
lems of workers in other industries are their problems as well.1
The Workplace Project still faces a series of questions in our attempts
to fill out this nascent theory of change and to put it into practice.112
organize a "Brotherhood of all workers," trade by trade. They worked with immigrants
from dozens of countries. In the context of the strike at the textile mills in Lawrence in
1912, one IWW organizer described an IWW speech: "They roared with laughter and
applause when [IWW leader, Willam Haywood] said: 'The A.F. of L. organizes like
this!'-separating his fingers, as far apart as they would go, and naming them-'weavers,
loom-fixers, dyers, spinners.' Then he would say: 'The I.W.W. organizes like this!'-
tightly clenching his big fist, shaking it at the bosses:' MILTON METZNER, BREAD AND
RosEs: THE STRUGGLE OF AmERiCAN LAnOR 1865-1915 at 177-78 (1977).
"'We have learned about the need for this, and seen how it can be done, by watching
and talking to the Chinese Staff and Workers Association, who already work across
industries. When they have a construction workers' picket, for example, it is supported by
restaurant workers and garment workers, and vice versa.
112 Some of these questions are as follows. How concretely will we help workers, with
varying levels of organizing experience in their home countries, develop the technical
skills that they need to take on leadership roles in a new environment? Given time
constraints and the desire and need of some workers to take whatever they can get
economically, how do we build a stable and lasting group of workers committed to a
long-term struggle against exploitation? What is the process to develop a collective
analysis of the situation facing immigrant workers, and how do we maintain a consistent
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Despite our lack of knowledge, time, and guidance, we are doing what
we can to piece together a theory based on our daily work. It is a
challenge that sometimes seems to have no end, yet it is accompanied by
an urgent sense that the search is worth pursuing.
VI. Conclusion
We have a long way before we achieve our goal of organizing a
broad-based movement of workers from different industries and commu-
nities in struggle against the vast array of social, economic, and political
injustices that they face. Informed by the history of movements that came
before us, armed with some understanding of the workings of our inter-
national economy, and bolstered by old ideas about change adapted to
current circumstances, the Workplace Project and other workers centers
will have to convert our daily experiences into a theory for future action.
As we take our first steps, we are still trying to design a road map that
will guide us. Nevertheless, we keep on walking.
analysis in the face of new ideas and perspective with each new participant? How do we
continue to build our organization given the tremendous constraints on our resources?
We also face a series of long-term questions of strategy: How do we link our
community-based organizing efforts with the need for industry-based organizing? How do
we bridge our efforts to national and international organizing efforts? How can workers
centers ally with people fighting different but related battles, such as union reform or
anti-poverty movements? How can these efforts be brought together in the form of a
workers' party or some other kind of movement?
In building a movement for social change, we must address the racism and xenophobia
that divides Latinos, African Americans, and low-income workers in other communities,
often fostered by employers aiming to lower wages. We must also confront the racism that
divides immigrants from different Latin American countries and divides further by skin
color, class, geography, and past political alliances.
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